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Abstract
Biomolecular structure elucidation is crucial for our detailed un-
derstanding of various biological processes, since there is an inti-
mate relationship between the biomolecular function and struc-
ture. In this respect, isolated biomolecules, despite being outside
of their natural environment, are perfect model systems for in-
depth studies of various fundamental interactions that govern the
formation of biomolecular structure. This thesis focuses on struc-
ture elucidation of isolated molecules of biological importance,
with special emphasis on the development of novel infrared (IR)
laser spectroscopic tools.
The first part of the thesis applies far-IR spectroscopy, which
excites low-frequency molecular vibrations in the IR light wave-
length range of λ > 12 µm. The far-IR range provides valuable
structural information complementing the well-established mid-IR
(λ = 2.5−12 µm) spectroscopic analysis. However, routine appli-
cation of far-IR spectroscopy to biomolecular structure elucidation
is complicated by the limited knowledge of structure-specific far-
IR spectral features, as well as poor performance of conventional
theoretical approaches for the treatment of delocalized and an-
harmonic far-IR vibrational modes. In the attempt to fill these
knowledge gaps, we applied far-IR spectroscopy to small, aromatic
molecules of biological importance, which have a relatively low
number of vibrational modes in the far-IR and are amenable to
highly-accurate quantum-chemical calculations and detailed vibra-
tional assignment. Isomer- and conformer-specific far-IR features
of cold isolated aminophenol and methylacetanilide molecules
were obtained with IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy and assigned with
the help of quantum chemical calculations. The observed far-IR
transitions associated with deformation of the peptide link, an
important structural unit in proteins, were found to be highly
sensitive to the peptide link planarity, trans/cis configuration, and
hydrogen bonding.
The powerful conformer-selective IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy
technique applied in the first part of the thesis is unfortunately
restricted to molecules that possess an aromatic UV-absorption
chromophore. The studies presented in the second part of the
thesis attempt to circumvent this limitation by introducing a novel
approach that combines cooling of molecules in a supersonic
jet, IR multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD), vacuum ultravio-
let (VUV) ionization, and mass spectrometry. The approach was
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demonstrated by measuring the vibrational spectrum of the sim-
plest peptide analog, N-methylacetamide, and its oligomers. The
possibility to extract structural information from the IRMPD-VUV
spectra was investigated for the Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala dipeptides,
which are particularly interesting due to possible competition
between their extended (β-strand like) and folded structures. The
measured spectra for these dipeptides showed that the extended
structure with weak hydrogen bonding interactions is strongly
favored in the cold molecular beam due to its higher flexibility
(larger entropy), as well as due to efficient collisional relaxation
processes in the supersonic jet. The results show that even though
IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy does not allow recording spectra of
individual conformers, it nonetheless provides valuable structural
information, especially for molecules that are not suited to con-
ventional spectroscopy techniques.
vSammanfattning
Denna avhandling fokuserar på strukturanalys av isolerade mole-
kyler av biologisk betydelse, med särskild betoning på utveck-
lingen av nya verktyg inom infraröd (IR) laserspektroskopi. I
den första delen av avhandlingen undersöks tillämpningen av
långvågig IR-spektroskopi (far-IR, λ > 12 µm) för strukturanalys
genom att studera små aromatiska molekyler. Isomer- och kon-
former-specifika far-IR-signaturer hos kylda isolerade aminofenol-
och metylacetanilidmolekyler bestämdes med IR-UV-dubbelreso-
nansspektroskopi och identifierades med hjälp av kvantkemiska
beräkningar. De observerade far-IR-övergångarna associerade
med deformation av peptidlänken - en viktig strukturell enhet
i proteiner - fanns vara mycket känsliga för planheten av pep-
tidlänken, huruvida konfigurationen var trans eller cis, och de
intilliggande intra- och intermolekylära vätebindningarna.
Denna kraftfulla konformer-selektiva metod, IR-UV-dubbel-
resonansspektroskopi, tillämpad i den första delen av avhandlin-
gen är tyvärr begränsad till molekylerna som har en aromatisk UV-
absorptionskromofor. De studier som presenteras i den andra de-
len av avhandlingen försöker kringgå denna begränsning genom
att införa ett nytt tillvägagångssätt som kombinerar supersonisk
strålkylning, IR-multifotondissociation (IRMPD), vakuum ultravi-
olett (VUV) jonisering och masspektrometri. Tillvägagångssättet
demonstrerades genom att mäta vibrationsspektrumet för den
enklaste peptidanalogen, N-metylacetamid, och dess oligomerer.
Möjligheten att extrahera strukturell information från IRMPD-
VUV-spektra undersöktes för Gly-Gly och Ala-Ala dipeptiderna,
vilka är särskilt intressanta på grund av att de kan anta både
utvidgade (β-strängliknande) och vikta strukturer. De uppmätta
spektra för dessa dipeptider visade att den utvidgade strukturen
med svaga vätebindningsinteraktioner är starkt föredragen i den
kalla molekylära strålen på grund av dess högre flexibilitet (större
entropi), såväl som effektiv kollisionsrelaxation i den supersoniska
strålen. Resultaten visar att även om IRMPD-VUV-spektroskopin
vi
inte kan producera ett spektrum från en enstaka konformer, ger
det ändå värdefull strukturinformation, särskilt för de molekyler
som konventionell spektroskopi inte passar för.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Gas-phase spectroscopy for biomolecular structure
elucidation
Every cell in our body consists of a large number and variety
of biomolecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids and carbohy-
drates, that perform different tasks ranging from energy trans-
fer and catalysis of chemical reactions to encoding information.
The function and specific properties of a biomolecule is often
closely related to its structure. For example, protein molecules
perform a vast variety of functions in cells being polymers of
twenty amino acids. They differ from one another in the amino
acid sequence (called primary structure), which is encoded in
DNA, and upon protein synthesis this sequence is translated into
a three-dimensional shape that holds a certain function. The
three-dimensional shape of a single polymer chain is referred to
as a tertiary structure (see Fig. 1.1), whereas a protein complex,
comprising several protein chains, is called a quaternary struc-
ture. Secondary structures (Fig. 1.1) correspond to local folded
regions, such as α-helices and β-sheets, that are mostly stabilized
by hydrogen bonding interactions. Our detailed understanding
of how different proteins perform their function would probably
not be possible without being able to zoom into their structure
to the level of individual atoms. This, for example, can be done
by means of X-ray diffraction crystallography [1], the technique
which has already been used to determine more than one hundred
thousands structures of proteins that can be crystallized.
An alternative method to study structure of biomolecules is
to employ spectroscopy, which studies how the molecule inter-
acts with electromagnetic radiation (light) as a function of its
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Secondary 
structures:
α-helices
β-sheets
β- and γ-turns
Tertiary 
structure
Figure 1.1: Different levels of structure in proteins: primary (amino
acid sequence), secondary (local folding shapes such as α-helices)
and tertiary (three-dimensional shape). The picture illustrates the
structure of Human activated protein C (PDB ID: 1AUT), taken
from RCSB PDB [2], depicted by NGL viewer [3] in “cartoon” repre-
sentation.
wavelength (or frequency). For example, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) spectroscopy [4] uses radio waves to excite nuclei
of molecular sample, placed in a strong magnetic field, and this
method is used to study structure and dynamics of proteins in
the solution, even those that cannot be crystallized. Rotational
spectroscopy uses microwave radiation to probe the rotational
transitions in molecules and is another tool to obtain structure
of small biomolecular building blocks [5]. In this thesis, infrared
(IR) spectroscopy is employed for structural analysis. IR spec-
troscopy studies how the IR light is absorbed by molecules due
to excitation of different molecular vibrations, such as stretch-
ing, bending, and other deformations of molecular structural
units. Only the so-called IR-active vibrations, which correspond to
some changes in the molecular dipole moment, absorb IR light.
Every molecular vibration has its own resonant frequency, the
1.1. Gas-phase spectroscopy for biomolecular structure
elucidation
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value of which depends on different forces and the environment
around the vibrating atoms. IR spectroscopy measures vibrational
frequencies and absorption intensities, and is very sensitive not
only to the strength of the covalent bonds that are elongated
and contracted in the course of vibrations, but also to various
intra- and inter-molecular forces that act upon each atom in a
molecule. These include hydrogen bonding, dispersion and other
non-covalent interactions [6] that are very crucial for stabilizing
the three-dimensional structure of biomolecules.
Spectroscopy of isolated molecules aims to get information
about intrinsic molecular properties, i.e. those which are not
associated with the environment. For instance, the propensities of
different amino acid sequences to form specific secondary struc-
tures in proteins can be studied by spectroscopy of isolated pep-
tides [7–12]. Peptides are building blocks of proteins comprising
short chains of amino acids connected by means of peptide bonds
(Fig. 1.1). One of the methods to isolate molecules is to bring them
into the gas-phase. Various techniques, applicable to biomolecules,
exist for this purpose. It is worth mentioning electrospray ioniza-
tion [13], matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization [14], and
laser-induced thermal desorption [7, 11, 15]. The latter technique
is employed in this thesis for spectroscopy of isolated dipeptides.
The common aspect of these techniques is that the molecules
are transferred into the gas-phase in the low-pressure vacuum
environment, and hence can be studied in nearly perfect isolation.
The interpretation of experimental IR spectra in the case of
simple molecules can be based on previous empirical observations.
For example, the typical IR peak positions related to the stretching
of various molecular covalent bonds are well known. The same is
true for the corresponding frequency shifts due to the formation
of hydrogen bonds [9]. In the case of biomolecules, which can
adopt many different three-dimensional structures, it is generally
required to perform quantum-chemical calculations. These calcula-
tions aim to generate various stable three-dimensional structures
that the studied molecule can adopt, and to calculate the vibra-
tional spectra corresponding to each structure. By rotating the
molecular structural units around single covalent bonds, molecu-
lar conformations can be generated. Such conformations do not
always correspond to a stable molecular state, therefore a search
of potential energy minima (geometry optimization) has to be
performed. As a result, molecular conformers are found, which
are the stable molecular conformations (see Fig. 1.2) that can
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C5g+(s) C5C7+C5-trans
Figure 1.2: Several representative conformers of Gly-Gly dipeptide
molecule, studied in this thesis. Hydrogen bonds are shown with
dashed red lines. Carbon atoms correspond to grey, nitrogen - to
blue, oxygen - to red, and hydrogen - to white.
potentially be present in the experiment. By comparing the calcu-
lated spectra of various conformers with the experimental spectra,
we can conclude what conformers were present in the experiment,
and evaluate the importance of different fundamental interactions
that stabilize them.
Gas-phase IR spectroscopy offers several advantages in com-
parison with the condensed phase studies. The first advantage is
that the gas-phase studies provide insight into intrinsic structural
properties of molecules without influence of interactions with
the surrounding solvent or crystalline environment. The second
advantage is that the gas-phase experimental data can be directly
compared to the quantum-chemical calculations, which are most
easily applied to isolated molecules. Such direct comparison
increases the reliability of the structural assignments, i.e. assign-
ments of molecular structures responsible for the experimental
spectra. Moreover, special gas-phase spectroscopic schemes, such
as IR-UV double resonance technique [16, 17], offer a possibility
to study each conformer, which the molecule adopts, individually.
Thus, the experimental spectra can be used to “benchmark” and
validate different theoretical approaches. As even the most ad-
vanced theoretical models involve certain approximations, such
validation is very crucial and ensures further development in the
field. The third advantage is that the conditions in the gas phase
can be controlled to a large degree. For example, it is possible to
study the bare molecule in a complex with only a few individual
solvent molecules, which can be added to the isolated molecule
one-by-one [8, 12]. Using this approach we can study how specific
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intermolecular interactions affect the intrinsic structural prefer-
ences of biomolecules. As a final advantage, it is worth to mention
that the gas-phase studies provide detailed understanding of the
relationship between the IR spectra and the molecular structure,
and this knowledge can be used to analyze spectra obtained in
more complex (natural) environments.
1.2 Far-infrared gas-phase spectroscopy
IR photon energies within IR spectroscopy are commonly repre-
sented in wavenumbers, that is 1/λ in cm−1 units, where λ is the
wavelength of radiation. The most widely-used photon energy
range in the gas-phase IR spectroscopy, 3800–800 cm−1, belongs
to the so-called mid-IR region. Mid-IR spectroscopy mostly probes
localized vibrations, which involve deformation of strong covalent
bonds. For example, the vibrations associated with the stretching
of the NH group of the peptide link, the so-called Amide A bands
(3500–3250 cm−1), are often probed when peptides are studied
[9]. The Amide I and II bands (1450–1800 cm−1), which corre-
spond to C=O stretching and NH bending vibrations, respectively,
are also very useful in peptide structure analysis. When NH and
C=O groups of the peptide link take part in hydrogen bonding,
the Amide I-II and Amide A bands are shifted in frequency. This
makes mid-IR spectroscopy particularly useful for the studies of
protein secondary structures, as they are largely stabilized by
hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, spectroscopy of localized
vibrations in the mid-IR range is not so suitable for distinguishing
the structures with similar hydrogen bonding motifs but different
three-dimensional shapes. This problem is particularly important
in studies of larger molecules where many similar localized vibra-
tions may give rise to congested spectral bands, from which only
certain families of structures can be assigned [18–20]. In this
respect, spectroscopy in the far-IR range (<800 cm−1) can provide
additional information [20]. It probes delocalized vibrations, as
well as local vibrations with very shallow and anharmonic poten-
tials. Such vibrations are sensitive to subtle variations in structure.
The far-IR range also contains vibrations directly related to weak
interactions important in biological molecules, such as hydrogen
bonding and dispersion forces.
The unique features of far-IR spectroscopy make it highly
suited for structural analysis of large and flexible biological mole-
cules. Nevertheless, the routine application of far-IR spectroscopy
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for structural analysis of isolated biomolecules is hindered by
several obstacles. First, far-IR spectroscopy in the diluted gas-
phase media requires a powerful light source, due to the fact that
far-IR absorption cross-sections are typically low. And second,
theoretical predictions of far-IR spectra are complicated by a
high degree of anharmonicity and mode-coupling, thus impeding
precise vibrational and structural assignment. Several sources of
intense far-IR radiation are available nowadays, such as table-top
single-pulse THz laser sources [21], synchrotron facilities [22],
and free electron lasers [23]. Moreover, the availability of large-
scale computing facilities, as well as powerful quantum-chemical
models and molecular dynamics simulation approaches [20, 24–
26] stimulates the development in the field. Still, the application
of far-IR to structural analysis of large biological systems requires
in-depth understanding of far-IR spectra of smaller biological
building blocks. Thus, in the first part of this thesis we investigate
the far-IR signatures of small, aromatic molecules of biological
importance, which can be studied in a conformer-specific manner
in the gas-phase, and are amenable to highly accurate quantum-
chemical calculations and detailed vibrational band assignment.
1.3 Action spectroscopy techniques
Traditional IR spectroscopy measurements in the condensed phase
are based on measuring the attenuation of IR light that passes
through the optically dense sample. In the gas-phase, however,
the low sample density restricts such measurements, and the so-
called IR action spectroscopy techniques are usually applied [17,
27]. IR action spectroscopy detects the IR photon absorption by
measuring a change in ionization or fragmentation yield, variation
of fluorescence intensity, or electron detachment, for example.
Within many action spectroscopy techniques, Infrared-Ultraviolet
(IR-UV) double resonance spectroscopy [16, 17, 28] offers a
remarkable advantage: it allows recording IR spectra of individual
molecular conformers. This is achieved by probing the long-lived
excited electronic states in molecules containing an aromatic UV-
chromophore, using a tunable UV laser and employing Resonance
Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionization (REMPI) in the case of neutral
molecules [29], or UV photofragmentation in the case of ions [28].
The prerequisite for this technique is that the probed molecular
ensemble is sufficiently cold (< 20 K), which implies that most
of the molecules are found in their rovibrational ground state.
1.4. IR spectroscopy of molecules without an aromatic
UV-absorption chromophore
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The IR laser excitation of the cold molecular ensemble changes
the population of molecules being in the ground state, which
effectively reduces REMPI or UV photofragmentation yield. This
leads to observation of a dip in the ion signal, and therefore such
technique is also called IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy [17]. The
IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy is applied in the first part of this thesis
to record conformer-specific spectra of small, aromatic molecules
of biological importance, and is briefly described in Chapter 2.
1.4 IR spectroscopy of molecules without an aromatic
UV-absorption chromophore
IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy provides a wealth of infor-
mation about fundamental interactions responsible for molecular
structure stabilization. This technique enables direct compari-
son of experimental spectra, measured for individual conformers,
with theoretical calculations. The limitation of the IR-UV double-
resonance spectroscopy is that it can only be applied to molecules
with an aromatic UV-chromophore. In the context of peptide
structural studies, it is worth to mention that among the twenty
standard amino acids only three have an aromatic moiety in their
R-group (Phe, Trp and Tyr). Carbohydrates, another example of
an important class of biomolecules that do not have an aromatic
chromophore, are also elusive to IR-UV spectroscopy technique.
Chemical attachment of an aromatic chromophore [30–32] is
most commonly applied to circumvent this issue, although such
modification can change the intrinsic molecular properties by
introducing extra non-covalent interactions, which may also alter
the relative stabilities of molecular conformers [33, 34].
It is worth mentioning that when charged (ionized) biomole-
cules are investigated, several IR spectroscopy techniques, appli-
cable to species without an aromatic moiety, are available. For
example, tagging or “messenger” technique measures IR absorp-
tion by monitoring the abundance of weakly bound molecular
clusters, which tend to fragment when exposed to resonant IR
radiation [35]. Such weakly bound complexes can be sufficiently
stable in the cold environment of the supersonic jet or a cold
ion trap. The most widely-used tags are represented by rare gas
atoms due to their low influence on the intrinsic properties of the
tagged molecule. Another spectroscopy approach that is widely
used in ion trap instruments is based on IR multiple-photon dis-
sociation (IRMPD) [36], which is more generally applicable and
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can also be used in the room temperature experiments. Both
tagging and IRMPD spectroscopy techniques do not offer a pos-
sibility to record IR spectra of individual molecular conformers,
but still provide a wealth of valuable information when charged
molecules are investigated. IR spectroscopy of neutral isolated
biomolecules that lack an aromatic ring remains challenging.
Therefore, the second part of this thesis focuses on the devel-
opment of a generally-applicable IR spectroscopy approach for
structural analysis of neutral molecules. More specifically, we
combine cooling in a supersonic-jet molecular beam, IRMPD spec-
troscopy, non-resonant VUV ionization and mass spectrometry to
record IR spectra and perform structural analysis of peptides that
are elusive to conventional IR spectroscopy techniques.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
In this chapter I will briefly describe the experimental techniques
applied in this thesis. First, the supersonic-jet cooling method to
achieve cold molecular beams will be explained. Second, differ-
ent laser spectroscopy schemes will be presented. These include
REMPI, IR-UV ion-dip and IRMPD-VUV action spectroscopy tech-
niques. Finally, some details of the experimental implementation
of these methods in a molecular beam setup will be presented.
2.1 Experiment: general remarks
In order to be able to elucidate structures of neutral (bio)mole-
cules, an experimental apparatus has to satisfy several condi-
tions. First, the studied molecules have to be isolated from any
interactions that may affect their intrinsic structural properties.
Nearly-perfect isolation of molecules at the time frame of the
experiment can be achieved by transferring the molecules into the
gas phase. Under this condition, the experimental observations
can be directly compared with highly accurate quantum chemical
calculations that are usually restricted to isolated molecules or
molecular clusters. Second condition is that the molecular en-
semble should have sufficiently low translational, rotational and
vibrational temperatures (< 20 K). This requirement is demanded
for high spectroscopic resolution as well as for the absence of hot
bands which may otherwise hinder vibrational and structural as-
signments. Finally, the spectroscopic techniques that are applied
to the biomolecular structure elucidation are required to provide
sufficient structural information, especially when combined with
quantum chemical calculations. For example, it should be possible
to distinguish the isomers and conformers of the same molecule.
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The first two conditions are fulfilled when a supersonic-jet
molecular beam apparatus is used [1]. In such a setup the
molecules are transferred to the gas-phase and introduced into
a supersonic-jet expansion of a noble gas where they are cooled
down. Afterwards, the produced cold gaseous molecules propa-
gate to a high-vacuum interaction region where they are isolated
from collisions or other interactions during laser irradiation time.
Section 2.2 presents a brief description of the supersonic-jet cool-
ing technique, while section 2.7 provides some details of the
supersonic-jet molecular beam setup employed in this thesis.
The spectroscopic techniques that are applied in this thesis,
namely REMPI spectroscopy, IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy [1] and
IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy [2], are described in sections 2.4, 2.5
and 2.6, respectively. These methods provide valuable informa-
tion on the properties and structure of isolated molecules when
combined with quantum-chemical calculations.
2.2 Supersonic-jet cooling
In order to allow for a precise structural characterization of gas-
phase molecules based on their IR spectra, the spectra have to be
free from features which may complicate vibrational assignment,
such as hot bands and rotational broadening. Such complica-
tions are eliminated in supersonic-jet molecular beams, where
the molecules are internally cooled through collisions with other
species. As a result, the transitions from vibrationally excited
states (hot bands) become negligible. Also, rotational contours of
the vibrational transitions become substantially narrower than the
bandwidth of an IR laser, which allows resolving most of the vi-
brational features in the measured IR spectra. Moreover, in cases
where the molecule assumes several conformers in the gas phase,
the supersonic-jet cooling enables measurements of conformer-
specific IR spectra (see sections 2.4 and 2.5). Apart from cooling,
the supersonic-jet expansion delivers isolated molecules into the
laser interaction region, which is important for the studies of
molecular properties that are not affected by perturbations com-
ing from inter-molecular interactions. Alternatively, if the inter-
molecular interactions are the key objects of study, the molecular
associates (clusters) can be prepared and investigated.
A detailed description of the supersonic-jet cooling and its
properties can be found in refs. [3–5]. Briefly, the reservoir with a
monoatomic gas at a relatively high pressure P0 is used, having a
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a supersonic-jet molecular
beam. Shown on the left is the expansion of the gas through the
nozzle from the reservoir at high pressure P0, into the vacuum
chamber kept at much lower pressure P . The skimmer selects
the coldest core part of the expansion. Shown on the right is the
narrowing of the molecular velocity distribution due to selection of
molecules with a large velocity component in the axial direction of
the nozzle.
small orifice or shaped nozzle with diameter D. The gas from the
reservoir penetrates through the nozzle into the vacuum chamber
with background pressure P , much lower than P0. If P0 is high
enough, the mean free path of the gas atoms is smaller than D,
so only atoms having a large velocity component in the axial
direction of the nozzle escape the reservoir (see Fig. 2.1). Due
to subsequent multiple collisions, thermal motion is converted to
directed translational motion with a flow velocity u that is higher
than the local speed of sound. The ratio of u and the local speed
of sound is called the Mach number, and as long as the Mach
number is higher than one, the gas flow is called supersonic. It
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can be seen from Fig. 2.1 that a drastic narrowing of the velocity
distribution is achieved in a supersonic flow, i.e. most of the gas
atoms are moving with the same speed. This implies a significant
reduction of the translational temperature of the gas.
In order to achieve a supersonic molecular beam, a small
fraction of molecules of interest is seeded into a large quantity
of a carrier gas that undergoes supersonic flow. As the seeded
molecules follow the directed supersonic-flow of the carrier gas,
the velocity distribution of the seeded molecules becomes narrow
too. Moreover, multiple collisions of the molecules with the
carrier gas atoms result in the removal of internal energy stored
in molecular vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. Such
cooling in seeded molecular beams is widely applied in high-
resolution gas-phase spectroscopy studies. Seeding is done either
by means of thermal evaporation in the case of volatile sample
molecules, or by laser-induced thermal desorption [6–8] in the
case of low-volatile and/or thermolabile molecules. Noble gases
He, Ar or Xe at high pressure (2-10 bar) are typically used as
carrier gases.
The operation of the supersonic jet requires substantial vac-
uum pumping in order to maintain sufficiently low background
pressure in the vacuum chamber (≤ 10−5 mbar). This is required
to reduce the number of unwanted collisions of the expanding gas
particles with the background gas, which can otherwise lead to a
significant reduction of the flow velocity and Mach number. In-
stead of a continuous gas flow, pulsed expansion is used to achieve
lower pressure in the vacuum chamber during the jet operation.
Moreover, the flow of the gas can be collimated with a carefully-
manufactured conical-shaped aperture (skimmer), which allows
for differential pumping and selects the coldest part of the expan-
sion region. This results in a narrow supersonic beam with high
speed and narrow velocity distribution (see Fig. 2.1).
The temperature, pressure, density, and Mach number in the
expansion region relate to each other according to thermodynamic
laws, if desirable conditions for isentropic expansion are preserved
(no viscous forces, shock waves, and heat sources or sinks such as
chemical reactions etc.) [3]. For an ideal gas these relations are
given by
T/T0 =
(
P
P0
)(γ−1)/γ
=
(
ρ
ρ0
)γ−1
=
(
1 +
(γ − 1)
2
M2
)−1
,
(2.1)
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where T , P and ρ are the temperature, pressure and density
in the isentropic part of the expansion, respectively, while T0,
P0 and ρ0 are the temperature, pressure and density in the gas
reservoir, respectively; γ is the heat capacity ratio Cp/Cv > 1,
and M is the Mach number which is defined as the ratio of the
flow velocity u to the local speed of sound. As can be seen from
Eq. 2.1, since P0 >> P , the translational temperature of the gas
in the expansion decreases.
For continuous gas flow at distances larger than a few nozzle
diameters downstream the nozzle [3] the Mach number is given
by:
M = A(x/D)γ−1, (2.2)
where x is the distance from the nozzle, and A is a constant which
depends on γ. For monoatomic gases A = 3.26. As an example,
according to Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.1, the Mach number of 44 and the
temperature of 0.5 K are achieved at the distance of 50 nozzle
diameters downstream.
Translational temperatures of less than 2 K are typically ob-
tained in supersonic-jet molecular beams [3, 4]. At such tempera-
tures the velocity distribution is very narrow which implies that
the energy of the collisions in the gas will be low. Such low-energy
collisions of the seeded molecules with the bath of carrier gas
atoms can remove the internal energy stored in the molecules.
This means that the molecular rotational and vibrational tempera-
ture can be equilibrated with the translational temperature of the
supersonic flow. Rotational-translational equilibration is a rapid
process in a supersonic-jet, and the rotational temperatures of
3-10 K are typically achieved [3, 5]. The vibrational-translation
equilibration requires larger propagation distances from the noz-
zle where the density of the gas and hence the probability of
collisions is lower. This implies that in many cases the vibrational
temperature cannot reach equilibrium with the translational tem-
perature. Thus, the vibrational cooling in a supersonic jet is less
efficient and largely depends on the vibrational structure, but nev-
ertheless results in a significant depopulation of the vibrationaly
excited states. Under favorable conditions typical vibrational
temperatures of 10-20 K are achieved.
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2.3 Conformational relaxation in a supersonic jet
The conformational relaxation can lead to the phenomenon of
“missing conformers”, as evidenced in many jet-spectroscopy stud-
ies [9–14]. The relaxation process is dependent on many intrinsic
factors such as internal energy, the number and type of bonds
present, along with relaxation barriers and energy difference
between isomers [9, 12, 15, 16]; and external factors such as
temperature, and the energy transferred to the molecule via pho-
tons or collisions [15–21]. The relaxation barrier and energy
difference between the conformers involved in the relaxation are
among the most critical factors [9, 12, 15]. The studies of dif-
ferent small molecules with known energy barriers performed by
Ruoff et al. [22] have shown that the relaxation is highly efficient
if the barrier is lower than 400 cm−1. However, studies of several
amino-acids [9, 12] have shown that the critical barrier for the
relaxation in an argon jet can be as high as 800 cm−1. Aside from
intrinsic determinants, the proportion of populated conformer
species is also influenced by the type and polarizability of the
carrier gas used in the jet-cooling setup [22]. The use of helium
and neon as carrier gases would result in a larger number of
populated conformers, while cooling with argon would decrease
the number of observed conformers [9, 22].
2.4 REMPI spectroscopy
REMPI stands for Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization,
and the associated spectroscopic technique is schematically de-
scribed in Fig. 2.2. The absorption of several photons is used
to ionize the gas-phase molecules through an intermediate elec-
tronically excited state. The photons can either have the same
or different wavelengths, which results in one-color or two-color
REMPI schemes, respectively. REMPI spectroscopy is applicable to
molecules that possess long-lived excited electronic states, such
as Rydberg states in small molecules [23]. REMPI spectroscopy
of medium-sized and large molecules is only possible when they
possess an aromatic moiety, such as a phenyl ring [1]. It has a
relatively long-lived electronically excited singlet-state (S1) en-
abling the absorption of the second photon to ionize the molecule,
and resulting in sharp absorption peaks. Moreover, the transi-
tions from the electronic ground state (S0) to the excited state
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Figure 2.2: Schematic description of the one-color (1+1) REMPI
spectroscopy technique. Shown on the left is a one-dimensional
potential energy surface for the cooled molecules existing as three
distinct conformers A, B, and C. REMPI spectroscopy probes the
electronically excited states of the conformers, using the photon en-
ergies which slightly differ for the different conformers, thus allowing
conformer-specific studies. In the (1+1) REMPI scheme two UV
photons of the same energy are absorbed leading to the ionization
of the molecular conformers.
(S1) have a large oscillator strength for the phenyl ring, mak-
ing REMPI spectroscopy an efficient and sensitive tool to study
aromatic molecules.
REMPI spectra are typically recorded in the vicinity of the
origin transition (S0 → S1) with the help of a dye laser, producing
frequency-tunable UV radiation. The origin transition is usually
the strongest one in the REMPI spectrum and is denoted as “0-
0” meaning that the electronic transition takes place between
the states in their vibrationally ground states. Transitions with
frequencies above the origin are vibronic transitions, implying that
the molecule is electronically and vibrationally excited. REMPI
spectra can also contain transitions with frequencies below the
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origin, which are named hot bands. Hot bands appear when the
molecular ensemble is not cold enough, such that some molecules
are in a vibrationally excited electronic ground state. Despite the
fact that hot bands complicate REMPI spectra, they can give some
extra information. For example, the vibrational temperature of
the molecular ensemble cooled in a supersonic-jet expansion can
be estimated using the ratio between the integrated intensities of
the hot band and the origin band [24].
REMPI spectroscopy is a very powerful method to distinguish
between different conformers (rotational isomers) of the same
molecule, that are populated in a molecular beam. Conformers
have different molecular structures which results in different vi-
bronic patterns observed with REMPI. Moreover, slightly different
arrangement of the functional groups near a UV-chromophore
leads to frequency shifts of the origin 0-0 transitions. As an illus-
tration, Fig. 2.3 shows the REMPI spectrum of the 3-aminophenol
molecule, studied in this thesis, which assumes two conformers
denoted as trans and cis. As can be seen form Fig. 2.3, the ori-
gin transitions of the trans and cis conformers are observed at
significantly different frequencies, which enables their selective
excitation and ionization. Such selectivity of REMPI is employed
in the IR-UV ion dip method, which allows measuring IR spectra
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Figure 2.3: REMPI spectrum of 3-aminophenol. The origin transition
peaks for the trans and cis conformers are denoted with “0-0”.
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of all molecular conformers, observed in the molecular beam,
individually (see section 2.5).
With the help of two different tunable UV lasers one can also
determine which peaks in the REMPI spectra are due to the same
conformer. This is achieved by means of the UV-UV depletion and
UV-UV hole-burning methods [6]. In these methods two tunable
pulsed UV lasers subsequently interact with the molecules. The
second laser pulse arrives shortly after the end of the first pulse.
The laser which first interacts with the molecules is called the
pump laser, and the second is called the probe laser. In the
UV-UV depletion method the frequency of the probe laser is set
to match the REMPI transition of one of the conformers, thus
producing a constant ion signal. The frequency of the pump laser
is scanned. When the frequency of the pump laser is resonant with
the vibronic transition of the probed conformer, the population
of its ground state is depleted, leading to a reduction of the ion
signal produced by the probe laser. In this way the REMPI peaks
coming from the same conformer will be identified. In the same
manner UV-UV hole-burning spectroscopy is applied, with the only
difference that the pump laser is fixed to the REMPI transition
of one of the conformers, while the probe laser is scanned. In
this case the REMPI spectrum is measured in which the peaks
originating from the pumped conformer are removed.
The last aspect which should be noted here concerns the
importance of cooling of the molecular ensemble. At room tem-
perature the population of vibrationally and rotationally excited
states becomes significant. This in turn leads to broad UV peaks
that cannot be used to distinguish between different conformers.
In contrast, high-resolution UV and IR spectra are obtained for a
low-temperature molecular ensemble prepared with supersonic-
jet cooling.
2.5 IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy
IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy is one of the key techniques in this
thesis. It was first demonstrated by Lee and co-workers in 1988
[25]. It is also known as IR-UV double-resonance spectroscopy, as
both IR and UV lasers are used to resonantly excite the molecule.
It allows the measurements of conformer-specific IR spectra of
cold gas-phase molecules cooled by supersonic-jet expansion. The
principle of this method is illustrated in Fig. 2.4a. The frequency
of the UV laser is tuned to match a REMPI transition of the specific
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molecular conformer present in a molecular beam, thus creating a
constant conformer-specific ion signal. Prior to the UV laser pulse,
the molecular beam is irradiated with IR photons from a tunable
IR laser. If the frequency of the IR laser is resonant with one of
the vibrational transitions of the selected conformer, a fraction of
molecules probed with the UV laser will be vibrationally excited
leading to a reduction in the ion signal (see Fig. 2.4b). By scan-
ning the IR laser frequency, IR-UV ion-dip spectra are recorded,
showing all IR-active vibrational transitions of the selected con-
former in the scanned frequency range. Individual IR-UV spectra
of all conformers present in the molecular beam can be recorded
in the same way by selecting their distinct REMPI transitions with
a UV laser and scanning the IR laser frequency. The repetition rate
of the UV laser is doubled with respect to the IR laser repetition
rate, allowing IR on/off measurements to correct for the fluctu-
ations in the molecular source output and long-term variations
in the UV light power. In this case the relative absorption cross
section σ(ν) can be obtained from the measured quantities using
the following equation [26]:
σ(ν) =
1
Φph(ν)
ln
(
I0
I(ν)
)
, (2.3)
where I0 is the ion intensity when the IR laser is off, I(ν) is the
ion intensity when the IR laser is on, ν is the frequency of the IR
laser and Φph(ν) is the IR photon fluence.
It should be noted that the principle of the IR-UV ion-dip
spectroscopy is very similar to that of the UV-UV depletion tech-
nique. As a measure of IR or UV photon absorption, the ion
signal reduction is employed in both techniques. Its mechanism
can however vary between the two techniques. The ion signal
reduction in the UV-UV depletion technique originates from the
pump laser efficiently depopulating the rovibrational state excited
by the probe laser. This is also the case for the IR-UV ion-dip
spectroscopy of small molecules with low density of vibrational
states. For larger molecules, the vibrational excitation produced
by the IR pump laser is rapidly redistributed to the background
vibrational states. This results in IR “preheated” molecules that
do not have “memory” about the initial vibrationally excited state
pumped by the IR laser. Therefore, the ion signal reduction in this
case originates from the difference between the UV absorption of
the cold and IR “preheated” molecule; the latter typically shows
broadening of the UV transitions [27, 28].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic description of IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy
technique (a), and an experimental IR-UV ion-dip spectrum of trans
3-aminophenol (b), shown as illustration of characteristic wavelength-
dependent ion-dip signals.
2.6 IRMPD-VUV action spectroscopy
2.6.1 Introduction
The main advantage of IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy is the possibil-
ity to study conformers of the same molecule individually. This
technique is however limited to small molecules, or those that
have an aromatic UV chromophore, such as a phenyl ring. This
limitation is particularly important in the studies of biomolecules
such as peptides and carbohydrates. For example, only three out
of twenty genetically encoded proteinogenic amino acids have
an aromatic sidechain, which limits the scope of peptides that
can be studied. Carbohydrate molecules do not have such a UV
chromophore. One can use chemical attachment of an aromatic
ring [29, 30], but this can be a difficult task, and moreover, such
chemical modification might change the conformational space of
the molecule of interest.
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An alternative approach that does not require an aromatic
chromophore was developed and implemented in this thesis. It
is based on infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spec-
troscopy combined with vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoioniza-
tion. In the IRMPD process the resonant absorption of many IR
photons leads to dissociation of the molecule, typically break-
ing the weakest molecular bond(s). Vibrational structure of the
molecule can thus be studied by scanning the frequency of the
IR laser and measuring the dissociation (fragmentation) yield at
each frequency step. IRMPD spectroscopy has proven to be very
successful in the studies of gas-phase ionized species stored in
ion traps [31–33], due to its applicability to a broad range of
molecules, that, for example, can be produced by electrospray ion-
ization methods [34]. Moreover, trapped ions can be irradiated
with IR laser light for a prolonged period of time which makes
the IRMPD process highly efficient. In order to apply IRMPD
spectroscopy to the studies of neutral species, a prolonged irradi-
ation with the IR laser light has to be implemented as well, and,
moreover, one has to be able to analyze the neutral dissociation
products. For specific dissociation products, such as the OH radi-
cal generated with IRMPD of vibrationally pre-excited methanol
[35], one can apply laser-induced fluorescence. A more general
detection of both the precursor molecule and the dissociation
products is required for implementation of IRMPD spectroscopy
as an universal action spectroscopy tool. This aspect is fulfilled by
using single-photon vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser photoioniza-
tion and mass-spectrometry detection, applied in this thesis.
2.6.2 IRMPD process
The extended discussion of the IRMPD process and the overview
of the literature on the topic can be found in ref. [1], while here
a brief description will be presented. Fig. 2.5 shows a schematic
representation of the IRMPD mechanism. If the frequency of
the IR light matches the fundamental transition (νi = 0 → 1)
of a certain (ith) vibrational mode, it can be excited. Direct
subsequent excitation of the same mode with the IR photon of the
same energy is not possible as the energy level spacing generally
decreases with the increase of vibrational quantum number νi,
due to anharmonicity of the molecular potential. Nevertheless, the
anharmonic terms in the potential also lead to coupling between
different vibrational modes, allowing dissipation of energy from
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the IRMPD mechanism.
one mode to another. This can lead to deactivation of the IR
excited vibrational state. The available iso-energetic states for
such energy deactivation typically correspond to combination
modes. Once the deactivation of the fundamental vibrational
state νi happens, another IR photon can be absorbed on the same
fundamental transition. These processes can repeat many times
gradually increasing the energy of the molecule until the molecule
dissociates.
The above-mentioned deactivation of the excited vibrational
level is known as intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR)
[36], and the rate of this process determines the efficiency of the
multiple photon excitation in IRMPD. In general, the efficiency of
the IVR process depends both on the density of the vibrational
states and on the average coupling strength between the states.
Sufficiently high density of states ensures that the IR-laser excited
vibrational mode (bright state) is coupled with a sufficient number
of other states (dark states) such that the vibrational deactivation
can occur. If this condition is satisfied, the IVR rate is mostly
determined by the average coupling strength between the bright
and dark states [37]. The long-established “tier” models of IVR
[37–39] propose that the energy deposited by the IR laser into
the vibrational excitation (bright state) is first transferred to a
few states, called tier-1 states, which are strongly coupled to
the bright state. From these tier-1 states the energy is further
dissipated to a larger number of tier-2 states, and so on [37].
Theoretical studies show that for the fast energy dissipation there
should be sufficiently strong coupling between the bright state
and the dark tier-1 states [37–39]. These dark states should
in turn be coupled to other states to avoid a bottleneck in the
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energy flow. Thus, the average coupling strength between the
states determines how quickly relaxation happens, while the high
density of states ensures that vibrational excitation can go away
from the bright state [1]. Experimental studies show that IVR
lifetimes of medium-sized molecules can be as short as a fraction
of a picosecond [37].
The anharmonicity that governs the multiple-photon excita-
tion process in the IRMPD also has some effect on the appearance
of the final spectra recorded with this technique. Slight red-shifts
of the observed vibrational bands with respect to the one-photon
spectra are expected, up to a few % of the center frequency. This
effect originates from the excitation of many vibrational degrees
of freedom following the IVR process, and these excitations in
turn affect the frequency of the original transition, pumped with
the IR laser, through anharmonic couplings. The red-shift is con-
voluted with the bandwidth of the laser up to the extent that the
red-shifted vibrational band can go off-resonance with the narrow-
band laser excitation, terminating the subsequent IR excitation.
Nevertheless, the molecular excitation due to the absorption of
the first few IR photons can result in a quasicontinuum of vibra-
tional levels that can be incoherently excited by the IR laser [40].
Absorption of many IR photons in the quasicontinuum eventually
result in unimolecular dissociation, leading to observable IRMPD
signals. Another phenomenon that affects the IRMPD spectra is
called statistical inhomogeneous broadening [41] of the vibrational
bands. It originates from the fact that at a certain vibrational
energy, deposited into the molecule through multiple photon ex-
citation, various combinations of the excited vibrational modes
and their occupation numbers are possible [41]. Each set of the
excited vibrational modes in turn leads to a different red-shift of
the main vibrational transition pumped by the IR laser. As IRMPD
spectroscopy probes an ensemble of molecules that dissociate
after reaching certain high vibrational excitation (dissociation
energy), the IRMPD transitions appear broadened.
2.6.3 Description of IRMPD-VUV approach
The IRMPD-VUV approach aims to measure IR spectra of cold
isolated neutral molecules for structural analysis. For this, a
molecular beam of cold gas-phase molecules is prepared, and
is allowed to interact with tunable, intense IR laser radiation.
When the frequency of the IR laser is tuned in resonance with a
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certain vibrational mode of the molecule studied, it can dissociate
due to the IRMPD process as described in section 2.6.2. A VUV
laser pulse, that irradiates the molecules directly at the end of
the IR laser pulse, is used to ionize the neutral molecules and
their IRMPD dissociation products (fragments), such that they
can be detected and analyzed with a mass spectrometer. The
VUV photon energy (10.5 eV) is enough to ionize most of the
organic molecules and their fragments in a single-photon process,
making IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy applicable to a broad range
of molecules. Detection with a mass spectrometer yields rela-
tive intensities of the parent molecule and its fragments at each
frequency step of the IR laser. These measured quantities are
then used to plot IRMPD spectra with the help of the following
relation:
IIRMPD(ν) = ln
(
I0
I(ν)
)
= ln
(
Ifragm(ν) + I(ν)
I(ν)
)
, (2.4)
where I0 is the parent ion intensity when the IR laser is off,
I(ν) is the parent ion intensity when the IR laser is on, ν is the
frequency of the IR laser, and Ifragm is the summed intensity of all
IRMPD fragments. The IRMPD intensities obtained are typically
normalized to the actual IR laser power at each frequency step,
though this procedure should be implemented with some caution
due to the multiple photon nature of the IRMPD process [42]. In
practice, such power correction is helpful when IRMPD spectra
are compared to quantum-chemical frequency calculations [43].
2.7 Supersonic-jet molecular beam setup
The scheme of the molecular beam setup that was applied in
this thesis is presented in Fig. 2.6. The setup comprises three
vacuum chambers: the source chamber, the interaction chamber
and the detection chamber. In the source chamber the sample
molecules are transferred into the gas phase and are seeded into a
pulsed supersonic-jet expansion of a noble gas. In the interaction
chamber the cold molecular beam interacts with pulsed radiation
of an IR laser and a (V)UV laser. In the detection chamber, which
comprises a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, the molecular ions
produced by (V)UV laser photoionization are detected and mass
analyzed. In what follows, the key components and processes
involved in the experimental apparatus will be described.
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2.7.1 Transferring the sample into the gas phase and
cooling
Nearly all the samples studied in this thesis are solids that have
low vapor pressure at room temperature, which means that sub-
limation methods are required to transfer the sample molecules
into the gas phase. The simplest method is thermal heating, and
it was employed to sublimate the molecules studied in Papers
[I], [II] and [III]. In the molecular beam apparatus, it was imple-
mented as follows (see also Fig. 2.6). The noble gas (helium or
argon at 3 bar) passed through a resistively heated sample oven,
kept at a constant high temperature (up to 190° C) in the source
chamber. After the oven, a heated pulsed valve (Parker general
valve Series 9) with a nozzle orifice of 0.5 mm was placed. The
valve opened at a repetition rate of 20 Hz, delivering the carrier
gas together with the sample molecules into the source chamber.
This produced a supersonic-jet expansion that drastically reduced
the translational, rotational and vibrational temperature of the
sample molecules, as described in section 2.2. The temperature
of the valve was kept 5-10° C higher than that of the sample oven
in order to avoid condensation of the sample molecules on the
nozzle aperture. The operation of the jet increased the pressure
in the vacuum chamber from ∼ 10−7 mbar to 1·10−5 mbar, which
is too high for the operation of the detector used in the mass spec-
trometer. A skimmer (=1 mm), positioned 3 cm downstream
the nozzle (see Fig. 2.6), allowed for differential pumping of the
source and interaction chambers, leading to typical pressures in
the latter being better than 10−7 mbar. The skimmer also selected
the coldest part of the expansion, and formed a collimated molec-
ular beam. In the interaction region, the molecular beam was
crossed with IR and (V)UV laser beams between the repeller and
extractor plates of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer, such that
the ionized molecules could be mass analyzed. The molecules
were isolated at the time frame of the IR and UV spectroscopy
experiment, i.e. they essentially did not undergo any collisions
being in a high-vacuum environment of the interaction chamber.
Sublimation by thermal heating is a simple approach but it
is not applicable to biological molecules such as peptides. The
reason is that such molecules undergo thermal decomposition at
temperatures that are required for their sublimation [44]. The
thermal decomposition can be avoided by using instant heating
produced by a short laser pulse. At extremely high heating rates
achievable with lasers (108 − 1012 K· s−1), the desorption process
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Figure 2.6: Scheme of the experimental setup for conformer-specific
infrared spectroscopy of isolated molecules cooled in a supersonic-jet
expansion.
of intact molecules is much more favorable then their decomposi-
tion [45, 46]. This effect is exploited in a laser-induced thermal
desorption method [1] that was applied in our studies of neutral
peptides presented in Papers [IV] and [V]. For this, the supersonic-
jet molecular beam setup described above was slightly modified,
see the inset in Fig. 2.6. A sample powder was mixed with carbon
black in order to achieve a homogeneous grey-colored substance
which was deposited on a graphite bar as a thin homogeneous
layer. The sample bar was placed in front of a pulsed valve
(0.5 mm nozzle orifice, Jordan TOF Products, Inc) in the source
chamber. Pulsed radiation from the Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm,
1 − 2 mJ/pulse) was gently focused on the sample bar surface
and was used to desorb the sample molecules. During the experi-
ment the sample bar was constantly moving with the help of the
stepper motor in order to provide a fresh portion of the sample
when the subsequent laser pulse arrives. The desorption plume
was produced in front of the pulsed valve nozzle such that the
desorbed molecules were captured by a supersonic-jet expansion
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of argon. Here, the molecules were cooled down before entering
the interaction chamber through the skimmer. For optimal cooling
and molecular capturing conditions, the time differences between
the argon gas pulse, the desorption laser and the (V)UV laser
pulses were optimized using a standard delay generator (DG535,
Stanford Research Systems).
2.7.2 (V)UV laser systems
The tunable UV laser radiation was produced by a dye laser from
Radiant Dyes (Narrow Scan), pumped by the second (532 nm)
or third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics,
Quanta-Ray Pro). The Nd:YAG laser delivered few-nanoseconds
long pulses with pulse energy of around 200 mJ. The typical
fundamental output of the dye laser in the visible range was 20
mJ/pulse. After frequency doubling, UV radiation pulse energies
of around 2 mJ were achieved, with a pulse duration of a few
nanoseconds. The tunable UV radiation of the dye laser was used
for REMPI, as well as for selecting conformers in the IR-UV ion-dip
spectroscopy scheme. In case the total energy of two UV photons
was not exceeding the ionization energy of the studied molecule,
a two-color REMPI(1+1’) scheme was applied. The second color
laser radiation with a wavelength of 193 nm was generated by an
ArF excimer laser. The REMPI(1+1’) scheme allowed selective
excitation of molecular conformers using tunable UV radiation of
the dye laser, followed by their subsequent ionization with the
ArF laser radiation.
The VUV laser laser radiation with a wavelength of 118 nm
(hν=10.5 eV) was produced by a third-harmonic generation pro-
cess in a gas cell filled with Xe:Ar (1:10) gas mixture. At the front
end of the gas cell, made of stainless steel, a quartz laser window
was mounted. At the back end of the cell, a plano-convex MgF2
lens with a radius of curvature of 56.6 mm was installed. The 118
nm radiation is strongly absorbed in air, therefore the gas cell was
attached to the laser interaction vacuum chamber such that the
back end of the cell was in vacuum. This enabled absorption-free
propagation of the generated 118 nm light. To fulfill the third
harmonic generation conditions, the pump laser radiation of the
Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 355 nm (10 mJ/pulse) was
focused in the center of the gas cell using a quartz plano-convex
lens with a focal distance of f = 35 cm. The generated third-
harmonic 118 nm laser beam was refocused into the molecular
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interaction region through the MgF2 lens. Due to the large refrac-
tive index difference of MgF2 between the 118 nm and 355 nm
beams, the residual 355 nm beam remained divergent and was
not focused in the interaction region. Additional separation of the
118 nm and 355 nm beams in the molecular interaction region
was accomplished using off-axis alignment through the MgF2 lens.
The estimated pulse energy of the generated VUV radiation is
≤ 0.5 µJ, based on the power conversion efficiency of 10−4 [47,
48] in phased-matched Xe-Ar mixture and the 50% transmission
of the MgF2 lens. This corresponds to 3 · 1011 photons per pulse,
and a peak power of 170 W. These values are low compared to the
UV output of the dye laser (≤ 2 mJ/pulse, ≤ 0.7 MW). However,
the VUV laser output was used for single photon ionization which
has lower intensity requirements compared to the two-photon
ionization employed in UV dye laser experiments. Experimentally
we have found that the VUV intensity was sufficient to obtain
measurable signals of highly diluted molecular species, such as
laser-desorbed peptides in a supersonic-jet molecular beam.
2.7.3 FELIX: tunable intense (far-)IR laser source
The IR spectra in this thesis were measured with the help of
the IR free electron laser FELIX. A free electron laser (FEL) is
a special type of lasers with unique features. FELs are charac-
terized by high spectral brightness, narrow light bandwidth and
essentially continuous wavelength tunability, which makes them
highly suitable for many applications. The FELIX light source, for
instance, allows accurate measurements of IR absorption spectra
in extremely diluted (low-concentration) gas-phase environments,
in a broad range of IR light frequencies.
In conventional lasers stimulated emission of radiation is ob-
tained by creating a population inversion between higher and
lower excited states of an active lasing medium. The emitted
radiation with a frequency, equal to the difference between these
two states, is amplified in a laser cavity, thus resulting in a coher-
ent laser beam with a narrow bandwidth. To achieve tunability
of the laser frequency, one can use optical parametric oscilla-
tors/amplifiers which are based on crystals with high quadratic
optical nonlinearity. Certain laser media such as organic dyes
also provide wavelength tunability, although the tuning range is
limited to the choice of the media. In contrast, FELs do not have
a strict limitation on the wavelength of the emitted radiation, as
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the lasing medium in this case is represented by electrons travel-
ing with relativistic speeds. The electrons propagate through a
periodic magnetic field created by an array of magnets with alter-
nating dipoles, called undulator, and perform a wiggling motion
due to the Lorentz force, thus emitting radiation. The wavelength
of the radiation is given by
λ =
λu
2γ2
(1 +K2), (2.5)
where λu is the undulator period, K is a dimensionless parameter
proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, and γ is the
Lorentz factor
γ =
1√
1− v2
c2
. (2.6)
Here, v denotes the velocity of the electrons, and c is the speed of
light. The K parameter is given by
K =
eBλu
2pimec
, (2.7)
where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field strength and
me is the electron rest mass. As can be seen from equations 2.5-
2.7, the wavelength of the radiation can be tuned by changing
the energy (velocity) of the electrons, and the strength of the
magnetic field B. The latter can easily be tuned by changing
the gap between the undulator magnets, whereas the undulator
period λu is usually kept fixed.
The FEL principle allows achieving laser radiation in a very
broad spectral range spanning from microwaves to X-rays. Of
course, the electron energies required for the light generation
in the X-ray domain are much higher than in the microwave
region, therefore, FELs are typically designed to cover only a
certain frequency range depending on their applications. The
FELIX free electron laser facility, used in this thesis, is mainly
applied for spectroscopy in the IR to THz region. The facility
comprises several FELs, two of which, FEL-1 and FEL-2, cover
the spectral range of 3-150 µm (3200-80 cm−1). Several electron
energies are used in this case to cover such a broad range. In this
thesis, the typical frequency range used for gas-phase vibrational
spectroscopy is 220-1850 cm−1. It can be obtained by continuous
scans from 220 to 800 cm−1, and from 650 to 1850 cm−1, by
means of changing the undulator gap while the electron beam
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Figure 2.7: Pulse structure of radiation generated by the FELIX free
electron laser. The figure is taken from Ref. [49], licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence. The original
figure was not changed.
energy is kept fixed for each range.
The output laser radiation coming from FELIX consists of
5-8 µs long macropulses (see Fig. 2.7) with typical energies in
the range of 50-100 mJ. Each macropulse consists of a train of
bandwidth-limited micropulses with a duration of 0.3-5 ps. The
bandwidth of the radiation can be optimized in the range of
0.5-5 % of the center frequency (FWHM), with typical values of
0.6-1.0 % applied in this thesis. The pulse structure of FELIX is
particularly suitable for IRMPD experiments, as the micropulses
are separated by 1 ns, which is typically longer than the molecular
IVR rate.
2.7.4 Time-of-flight mass spectrometer
A reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer [50] from
Jordan TOF Products was used in this thesis. In combination
with the employed laser systems and the molecular beam appa-
ratus it allows recording IR and UV wavelength-dependent high
resolution mass spectra. In brief, the neutral molecular beam
species are UV-photoionized between two plates, called repeller
and extractor (see Fig. 2.6). A positive high voltage is applied
to the repeller plate (∼3500 V), while the extractor plate is kept
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∼1000 V lower. The third plate, positioned above the extractor
plate, is called accelerator and is grounded. Both extractor and
accelerator plates have apertures that are covered by stainless
steel grids with ∼90% transmission each. The positive ions are
pushed towards the TOF tube by the electric field between the
repeller and extractor plates, and are further accelerated between
the extractor and accelerator plates. After that, the ions enter
the field-free region of the TOF tube where they are dispersed
according to their mass to charge ratio, m/z. On the way to the
micro-channel plate (MCP) detector, ions are reflected using an
ion mirror, called a reflectron, which consists of many charged
plates producing a retarding potential. In this way, the ions pass a
larger distance than the actual length of the TOF tube, leading to
an increased mass resolution. Moreover, the reflectron compen-
sates for the initial spread of the kinetic energy of the created ions,
further increasing the mass resolution. The TOF tube used for
the experiments described in this thesis allows measuring mass
spectra with mass resolution, m/∆m, higher than 2000.
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Chapter 3
Computational Methods
In this chapter, I will briefly describe the computational methods
applied in this thesis. The aim of the calculations is to interpret
the measured vibrational spectra of the studied molecules. The
methods include conformational search, structure and energy
calculations using quantum-chemical methods such as DFT, as
well as harmonic and anharmonic frequency calculations.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Wavefunction based methods
In quantum chemistry the principles of quantum mechanics are
used for the description of different physical and chemical prop-
erties of molecules. If theoretical principles are solely used in
calculations, with no empirical parameters or experimental data
fitting, such quantum-chemical methods are called ab initio. Most
of the quantum chemical methods rely on the solution of the
Schrödinger equation with a Hamiltonian that describes the elec-
trons and nuclei of the molecule. Such methods are called wave-
function based methods [1]. Certain approximations have to be
applied, as the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation is not
possible for systems larger than the hydrogen atom. The most
important is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [2], which
decouples the movement of the atomic nuclei from the movement
of electrons. It enables the separation of electron and nuclei co-
ordinates, and allows solving the Schrödinger equation in two
steps: first for electronic wavefunction, and then for the nuclear
wavefunction. The electron wavefunction solutions and the as-
sociated electronic energies obtained at different fixed positions
of the nuclei yield a potential energy surface (PES) that governs
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the motion of the nuclei. The minima in the PES correspond to
equilibrium molecular structures, and they can be found using
molecular geometry optimization methods. Moreover, using the
second-order energy derivatives in the vicinity of the PES minima
one can obtain harmonic vibrational frequencies associated with
the equilibrium structures.
The well-known Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation assumes
that each electron only feels the Coulomb repulsion due to the
average positions of all other electrons. The HF method typically
allows accounting for 99% of the total electronic energy [1]. The
remaining energy due to instantaneous interactions between the
electrons is called correlation energy. The correlated methods,
sometimes called post-HF methods, aim to describe this correla-
tion energy to a various degree of detail, and provide a better
accuracy of the calculated molecular properties with respect to
the experiment.
In addition to the approximations discussed above, the calcu-
lations for many-electron systems have to rely on approximate
electronic wavefunction. It can be constructed as a trial function
with parameters that are typically optimized using the variational
principle [1]. Slater determinant constructed from one-electron
molecular orbital functions satisfies the Pauli principle, and is
therefore used in the HF method. Each unknown one-electron
molecular orbital function is in turn represented as a linear com-
bination of known functions, such as Slater type [3] or Gaussian
type [4] orbitals. The set of functions that are used for such
representation is called a basis set. By using an infinite amount of
basis set functions, which is known as a complete basis set, the
unknown molecular orbital wavefunction can be described exactly.
Of course this is not achievable in real calculations, and basis sets
with a limited number of basis functions are used. The quality of
the basis set, i.e. the accuracy of the description of the molecular
orbitals, both depends on the number of functions used, and on
how well a single basis set function can reproduce the orbital.
The quality of the basis set also affects the general accuracy of the
calculations, but owing to a steep scaling of the computational
cost with the number of basis set functions, it should be reduced
as much as possible without compromising the reliability of the
results. One of the strategies to achieve this is to use a contracted
basis set. In such a basis set the atomic core orbitals are partially
described by a linear combination of known functions with fixed
coefficients, while the valence region orbitals are fully optimized
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using the variational principle. This approach generally provides
reliable results as most of the chemistry in molecules is mainly
determined by the valence electrons.
3.1.2 Density functional theory
In contrast to the wave-function based methods, density func-
tional theory (DFT) relies on the principle that the ground state
electronic energy is completely determined by the electron den-
sity function [5], reducing the complexity of the system with N
electrons from 3N to 3 variables. The electronic energy of the
system is approximated by means of a functional, i.e. function
of a function, which relates the electron density ρ(~r), which is
a function of Cartesian coordinates, to the energy. The energy
functional E[ρ] may be divided into three parts [1]:
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + Ene[ρ] + Eee[ρ], (3.1)
where T [ρ] is the kinetic energy term, Ene[ρ] corresponds to the
attraction between nuclei and electrons, and Eee[ρ] corresponds
to the electron-electron repulsion. By knowing the exact func-
tional E[ρ], one can obtain an exact result, which is equivalent
to the full solution of the many-body Schrödinger equation in
the wave-function based methods [6]. Finding the exact func-
tional for all except the simplest systems is practically impossible
[6], therefore approximate functionals are used. Nevertheless,
many of the modern approximate functionals provide reliable
accuracy for a broad range of problems in quantum chemistry.
The major advantage of DFT methods is a favorable scaling of
the computational cost versus the number of atoms (electrons),
allowing accurate calculations for large systems at relatively low
computational cost.
It should be noted that the most successful and widely-used
implementation of DFT was proposed by Kohn and Sham [6, 7]
(known as Kohn-Sham DFT), who re-introduced the orbitals into
the initial orbital-free formulation of DFT. Kohn and Sham noted
that the main flaw of the orbital-free DFT approach was the poor
description of the kinetic energy, and they proposed to split it into
two parts. The first part can be calculated exactly in a similar
manner as in the HF method, where the Slater determinant is
constructed and the orbital (basis set) coefficients are optimized
to minimize the energy. The second, smaller part, is an exchange-
correlation term that is approximated by means of a functional of
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electron density ρ. The energy of the molecular system EDFT can
be then expressed as:
EDFT[ρ] = Ts[ρ] + Ene[ρ] + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ], (3.2)
where Ts[ρ] is the kinetic energy calculated using the Slater de-
terminant, Ene[ρ] is the energy of attraction between nuclei and
electrons, J [ρ] is the Coulomb term of the electron-electron re-
pulsion energy, and Exc[ρ] is the remaining exchange-correlation
energy term. The widely-used Kohn-Sham DFT methods only
vary by the choice of the functional that describes the last term,
the exchange-correlation, which typically has a quite small con-
tribution to the total energy but nevertheless is very important
to describe molecular properties accurately. In practice, the se-
lection of the DFT functional is based on its performance for the
problem to which DFT is applied. Kohn-Sham DFT is the main
quantum-chemical method applied in this thesis.
3.1.3 Treatment of vibrational anharmonicity
In the literature, the assignments of experimental IR spectra are
typically based on quantum chemical calculations (e.g. DFT)
where geometry optimizations and subsequent vibrational anal-
ysis in the double harmonic approximation are performed. The
major goals of these calculations are to identify structures con-
tributing to the experimental spectra and to reveal detailed infor-
mation on the interactions that shape these structures. Within the
double harmonic approximation the potential energy surface and
dipole moment are truncated at the second and first order respec-
tively, usually leading to overestimated vibrational frequencies
and less accurate intensities. To overcome this drawback, different
scaling methods for harmonic frequencies (or force fields) have
been proposed [8–12], and are widely used to correct the band
positions of the fundamental transitions. However, this approach
is not always reliable, and is especially not suitable for the low
frequency region due to significant anhramonic mode-coupling
effects. Furthermore, harmonic frequency scaling does not give
any information on the intensities of overtones and combina-
tion bands, which might be important for a correct analysis of
experimental IR signatures.
There are several generally applicable methods which go be-
yond the harmonic approximation, and they can be divided into
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dynamical (time-dependent) approaches, such as ab initio molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations [13–15], and time independent
approaches, with most effective implementations built on the sec-
ond order-vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) [16–18], and
the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) approach [19]. Ab ini-
tio MD simulations are based on a classical treatment of the nuclei,
and a quantum mechanical treatment of the electrons e.g. with
DFT formalism [14]. The dynamics simulations are performed
at finite temperatures and therefore they naturally describe con-
formational dynamics, as well as all anharmonic effects due to
sampling of all accessible parts of the potential energy surface.
Despite the high computational cost, this approach is particularly
appealing when available experimental spectra are obtained at
room temperatures, and hence contain natural broadening of the
lines taking into account all populated conformations. It was also
shown to be very successful in describing gas-phase far-IR spectra
of peptide systems with a large number of torsional degrees of
freedom [20–22].
Time independent VSCF computations are based on the ap-
proximation that each vibrational mode is moving in the mean
field of the remaining vibrational motions. The total wave func-
tion of the VSCF approximation is a product of single mode wave
functions, which are determined self-consistently. Despite a prob-
lematic description of strongly coupled vibrational modes and
higher excited states due to correlation effects between the differ-
ent modes, the VSCF approach was successfully applied to large
systems of biological interest [19]. Correlation corrected mod-
ifications of the VSCF method (such as VSCF-PT2) increase the
accuracy of the calculated vibrational transitions, but are limited
to medium sized molecular systems with 20-30 atoms [23], due
to an increased computational cost.
In this thesis the treatment of anharmonicity of vibrations in
mid-IR and far-IR ranges is based on the vibrational second-order
perturbation (VPT2) theory [16–18]. Within the VPT2 method,
the 3rd and 4th order derivatives of the potential are calculated
and treated as perturbations to the harmonic potential, and this
problem is solved using the second-order perturbation theory. The
VPT2 method was shown as a reliable tool for the prediction of
fundamental vibrational transitions, as well as first overtones and
combinational bands. It is considered to be especially effective
for semi-rigid, isolated molecular systems [18], and most of the
molecules studied in this thesis can be considered as such. It
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should be noted, however, that the evaluation of the VPT2 ap-
proach carried so far [18] focused on the mid-IR region, while
the far-IR vibrations were not always included due to the lack
of experimental data. In this thesis such evaluations have been
performed, as our far-IR experimental spectra were obtained un-
der isolated gas-phase conditions and for individual molecular
conformers. These two factors allow direct comparison with the
results of ab initio calculations that are typically performed for
isolated molecules in a single conformer.
3.2 Conformational search
Conformations are structures that can be inter-converted be-
tween each other using rotations about formally single bonds
[24]. The aim of the conformational search is to generate all
possible structures that a molecule can have under experimental
conditions. When applied to the gas-phase studies of neutral
organic molecules, this typically implies finding conformers, i.e.
conformations which correspond to local minima on the potential
energy surface.
A random search method [1, 25] was applied to generate con-
formers for the molecules studied in this thesis. In this method,
an initial trial molecular structure is subjected to random changes
in the dihedral angles associated with rotatable bonds. The gen-
erated random structure is then submitted to a geometry opti-
mization algorithm with one of the available computationally
inexpensive methods, such as force-field or semi-empirical meth-
ods. The optimized geometry is added to the list of the identified
structures, and ranked according to its electronic energy. Dupli-
cate structures generated are discarded based on their relative
energies and structural similarity. A large amount of structures
is generated in this way, typically until all the lowest-energy con-
formers up to a certain energy cut-off value were found more than
10-20 times. This indicates that the conformational search cov-
ered most of the available conformational space, in other words
it is nearly exhaustive.
The generation of random conformers, their energy ranking
and removal of duplicates was performed using a program written
in C# [26], interfaced with MOPAC [27]. MOPAC, which stands
for Molecular Orbital PACkage, is a quantum-chemistry program
that enables energy calculations and geometry optimizations with
semi-empirical methods. In particular, the PM6 (Parametrization
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Table 3.1: List of typical DFT functionals applied in this thesis
Functional Typea
Empirical
Dispersionb
Reference
B97d GGA D2 [32]
B3LYP Global hybrid-GGA - [31]
B3LYP-D3 Global hybrid-GGA D3 [33, 34]
PBE0 Global-hybrid GGA - [35]
B97-1 Global-hybrid GGA - [36]
B3PW91 Global-hybrid GGA - [31]
M06-2X Global-hybrid meta-GGA - [37]
ωB97X-D Range-separated-hybrid GGA D2 with damping [38]
a GGA refers to generalized gradient approximation [39], global-hybrid GGA
implies mixing local exchange approximation with non-local Hartree-Fock
exchange [40]
b D2 and D3 refer to dispersion models by Grimme [32, 33]
Model 6) method, which employes NDDO formalism (neglect of
diatomic differential overlap), and uses corrections for hydrogen
bonding and dispersion interactions (PM6-D3H4 [28]) was mainly
applied in our studies.
3.3 Accurate molecular structure and energy calcula-
tions
The accuracy of structure and energy calculations performed with
semi-empirical methods such as PM6-D3H4 is not sufficient for
comparison with experimental results. Therefore, the conform-
ers identified in the conformational search were submitted for
geometry optimization [29] and frequency calculations based on
more accurate methods, such DFT and MP2, using the quantum-
chemistry package Gaussian [30]. The selection of methods was
based on their performance for similar molecular systems studied
previously. Table 3.1 shows a representative list of DFT func-
tionals applied in this thesis. All the listed functionals employ
generalized gradient approximation (GGA), which basically im-
plies that, in addition to the electron density, its first derivative is
also included as a variable. Most of the applied functionals also
mix local exchange energy (DFT) with non-local HF exchange,
which typically improves the accuracy of the calculations. Such
functionals are called hybrid. The hybrid B3LYP functional [31],
widely-used for harmonic frequency calculations in molecules,
uses 20% of HF exchange.
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One of the drawbacks of DFT is that it does not account for dis-
persion forces [41, 42] that originate from interactions between
instantaneous dipoles that appear in the molecular systems due
to electron correlation effects. Several approaches to circumvent
this problem exist [43]. The approach that relies on the addition
of damped dispersion terms to the DFT energy (DFT-D) [32–34]
is probably the most common in the literature. Alternatively, the
DFT functional can be parametrized such that it can describe
dispersion interactions, as in the case of the M06-2X functional
[37].
The so-called composite methods, such as CBS-QB3 [44] and
G4MP2 [45], can be used to achieve highly accurate relative
energies of the conformers that were found in the conformational
search. In these methods the energy of the structure optimized
with DFT methods is calculated using a combination of several
calculations, such as CCST(T), MP2 and HF with basis sets of
different quality. The CBS-QB3 method attempts to reach the
complete basis set limit in order to eliminate errors associated
with the limited size of the basis sets.
3.4 Frequency calculations and VPT2 approach
3.4.1 Double harmonic approximation
In order to get valuable information on the molecular structure
from experimental IR spectra, they have to be compared with
theoretical spectra of the lowest-energy conformers found with
the conformational search. As mentioned in section 3.3, every
conformer is submitted to a geometry optimization algorithm
[29] that adjusts the geometry until a local energy minimum of
the molecular PES is found. The next step is to calculate the
vibrational frequencies and intensities for the molecular struc-
tures obtained, which is usually done within the double harmonic
approximation. For a harmonic oscillator the potential energy is
described by a parabola V = 12kx
2, where x is the displacement
from the equilibrium position and k is the force constant. For a
molecule with N atoms we can represent the potential energy by
a Taylor expansion, which within the harmonic approximation is
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truncated to a second order:
V (x1, x2, x3, ...x3N ) = V0 +
3N∑
i=1
(
∂V
∂xi
)
xi=0
xi +
+
1
2
3N∑
i,j=1
(
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
)
xi=xj=0
xixj + . . . ,
where V0 is a constant, the second term is zero due to the opti-
mized geometry (potential energy minimum), and the third term
gives the force constants
kij =
(
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
)
xi=xj=0
.
The force constant matrix (Hessian, 3N × 3N) is formed using
the second-order partial derivatives of the potential. In the sub-
sequent steps the force constants are represented using mass-
weighted Cartesian coordinates qi =
√
mixi, and the Hessian is
diagonalized yielding 3N eigenvectors and 3N eigenvalues. The
square roots of the eigenvalues are the fundamental frequencies
of the molecule. Six of them are nearly equal to zero and cor-
responds to three translational and three rotational modes. The
remaining 3N − 6 eigenvectors are normal modes, and have the
meaning of independent fundamental vibrational motions, for
which the center of mass does not move.
In the same manner the dipole moment can be represented
by a Taylor expansion, though in this case it is truncated to first
order. The first order derivatives of the dipole moment allow
calculating harmonic intensities of the fundamental transitions
for each normal mode.
3.4.2 Second-order vibrational perturbation theory
(VPT2)
The VPT2 approach goes beyond the double harmonic approxima-
tion, and takes into account third- and forth-order derivatives of
the potential, and second-order derivatives of the dipole moment
[18]. The higher-order derivatives are calculated numerically,
which requires evaluation of the Hessian matrices in 6N -11 spa-
tial points in the vicinity of the PES minimum. The calculated
derivatives are then treated as perturbations to the harmonic
potential, and this problem is solved by means of second-order
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perturbational theory. As a result, the anharmonic matrix χij is
constructed, which allows calculating the fundamental frequen-
cies, corrected for anharmonicity
νi = ωi + 2χii +
1
2
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
χij .
Here, νi is the VPT2-corrected fundamental frequency and ωi is
the harmonic frequency. In the same manner the frequencies of
overtone and combinational bands can be calculated, together
with their anharmonic intensities [18]. The VPT2 approach is
part of the quantum-chemistry package Gaussian 16 [30].
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Chapter 4
Summary of the Results
4.1 Far-infrared studies of aminophenol isomers
This section summarizes the studies of far-IR spectra of the amino-
phenol molecule, presented in Paper [I]. The main focus of this
work was to investigate and assign isomer- and conformer-specific
low-frequency vibrational bands associated with the nuclear mo-
tion of the phenyl ring and the two important functional groups,
the hydroxyl group (OH) and the amino-group (NH2). The studies
were motivated by the sparsity of information about such far-IR
vibrations, implying that these vibrations are often excluded from
molecular structural analysis based on IR spectroscopy. Strong an-
harmonicity and a high degree of mode-coupling of low-frequency
vibrations is a primary contributor to this problem, since it com-
plicates the theoretical description of far-IR spectra. To address
this issue we have used aminophenol far-IR spectra measured
under cooled gas-phase conditions as a benchmark to evaluate
the efficiency of DFT frequency calculations.
The experimental far-IR spectra (Fig. 3 of Paper [I]), measured
in the range of 220-800 cm−1 with IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy
and by employing the free electron laser FELIX, showed a wealth
of resolved spectral features specific to the different aminophenol
isomers (see Fig. 4.1). The most pronounced differences were
found in the fundamental transitions corresponding to the phenyl
ring out-of plane (o.p.) vibrations, CH o.p. vibrations, and the
torsional vibrations of the OH and NH2 functional groups. These
transitions have both different frequencies and intensities for
different aminophenol isomers.
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Figure 4.1: Optimized geometries of aminophenol isomers, namely
2-AP (trans and cis conformers), 3-AP (trans, cis), and 4-AP. The
hydrogen atoms of the amino-group (NH2) are positioned out of
plane with respect to the aromatic ring. Geometry optimization was
performed with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
As the experimental spectra were obtained in a conformer-
selective manner, we were also able to study the differences be-
tween the far-IR spectral features of trans- and cis- 3-aminophenol.
Despite the minor differences in the structure (OH group pointing
towards or away from the NH2 moiety), these conformers were
distinguished by their far-IR vibrational features (see Fig. 4.2).
In this case, most of the spectral variations originate from the
OH and NH2 torsional vibrations and CH o.p. wagging vibrations,
whereas less pronounced differences were observed for NH2 wag-
ging and CO in-plane (i.p.) bending vibrations. In the case of the
2-aminophenol molecule, only one conformer was experimentally
observed. The experimental far-IR spectra strongly supported an
assignment to the trans-conformer, which is in agreement with an
IR-UV ion dip spectroscopy study in the mid-IR region [1].
Theoretical predictions of the gas-phase spectra of aminophe-
nol were performed with DFT frequency calculations, both within
the double harmonic approximation and within the anharmonic
VPT2 approach. Comparison of calculations to the experimental
spectra allowed us not only to assign the observed vibrational
features, but also to evaluate the accuracy of the most common
density functionals and basis sets for vibrational assignments in
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Figure 4.2: Experimental far-IR absorption spectra of trans and
cis 3-aminophenol in the range of 220-800 cm−1, together with
assignments of fundamental vibrational transitions. The ring o.p.
transitions are marked in blue, ring i.p. - in pink, C-H o.p. wagging
- in grey, C-O i.p. - in green. The vibrational transitions of the
NH2 inversion mode are denoted as νI (0-2 and 0-3). This figure is
reproduced with permission from [Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2016,
18, 6275-6283].
the far-IR region. Such an evaluation was needed in order to es-
tablish if conventional DFT frequency calculations can overcome
the problem of anharmonicity and mode-coupling in far-IR spec-
troscopy. Our study showed that the anharmonic VPT2 approach
works reasonably well for the vibrational modes with low anhar-
monicity and improves the accuracy significantly with respect to
the conventional harmonic approximation. In contrast, when the
anharmonicity or the degree of mode-coupling is very high, such
as in the case of the NH2 wagging vibration, the VPT2 approach
does not lead to a satisfactory prediction transition frequencies
and intensities. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the performance
of the VPT2 approach and presents assignments for the most im-
portant vibrational transitions observed in our experiments. The
phenyl ring vibrations and CO, CN in-plane bending vibrations,
having weak anharmonicity, are described very well by the anhar-
monic VPT2 approach. The torsional vibrations of the OH and
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Table 4.1: Experimentally observed vibrations of 4-aminophenol (4-
AP), 3-aminophenol (3-AP), and 2-aminophenol (2-AP), including
their assignment. The right-most column outlines the degree of
anharmonicity, and the efficiency of the anharmonic VPT2 approach
for a particular vibrational motion.
Experimental
frequencies
Comment about
anharmonicity
and VPT2 performanceVibration
character
4-AP
trans
3-AP
cis
3-AP
trans
2-AP
ring
breathing
- 745 748 767
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
CH o.p.
wagging
792 755 766 735.5
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
CCC i.p.
bending
759.5 432 434 542 strong anharmonicity
except for 4-AP, due to
NH2 wag. contribution
645.5 427 430 486
472 - - -
ring
puckering
676.5 678 679.5 748.5
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
NH2 wagging
overtone 0-2
467 419 422 437
strong anharmonicity,
VPT2 not applicable
CCC o.p.
bending
422 612 604 501 weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
502 459 446 445.5
CO, CN
i.p. bending
326.5 325 312 303
weak anharmonicity,
VPT2 describes well
NH2
torsion
237 329 318.5 323
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
OH
torsion
254.5 316 307 286.5
high anharmonicity,
satisfactory
description with VPT2
NH2 groups, and the ring puckering vibration have a high degree
of anharmonicity, but nevertheless were satisfactory described by
the VPT2 approach. We also found that different combinations of
density functionals and basis sets produced different anharmonic
corrections, with the best accuracy achieved with the functionals
B3LYP, B3PW91, B3LYP-D3 and double-zeta basis sets of moderate
size.
The strongly anharmonic NH2 wagging (inversion) vibration
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Figure 4.3: NH2 inversion potential of trans 2-aminophenol, obtained
from a DFT relaxed PES scan (red dots), and by least squares fitting
of the DFT and experimental data to the double-minimum potential
model with a gaussian barrier (black line).
required some separate treatment, as the potential energy surface
describing this motion has two minima separated by a relatively
low barrier [2, 3]. This leads to large tunneling (inversion) split-
tings of the vibrational energy levels. As a result, several transi-
tions between the tunneling doublet states of the ground state
(denoted as 0 and 1) and tunneling doublet states of the first
excited state (denoted as 2 and 3) are observed in the frequency
range below 800 cm−1. In order to describe the experimental
transitions of the NH2 wagging in aminophenol we have applied
the model of a double-minimum harmonic well with a gaussian
barrier [4] and a variational treatment. In this approach the
energy levels are found variationally using the basis set of the har-
monic oscillator wavefunctions, for the potential energy function
of the form
V (Q) =
1
2
λQ2 +A exp(−a2Q2), (4.1)
where Q is a mass adjusted coordinate defined by 2T = Q˙2 (T
is the kinetic energy of the vibrational motion). By using the
experimental frequencies of the NH2 inversion observed for trans
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and cis 3-aminophenol, we obtained the parameters of the poten-
tial energy function, and the barriers to inversion. In the case
of 4-aminophenol and 2-aminophenol, for which less experimen-
tal transitions were observed, we applied a different approach.
First, we calculated the potential energy profile governing the
NH2 inversion motion by means of a relaxed potential energy
scan using DFT. Then, a trial potential function (eqn. 4.1) was
optimized with the least squares method to best describe the DFT
potential energy profile, as well as the frequencies of the 0–2
and 0–3 transitions observed experimentally. The result obtained
for trans 2-aminophenol is presented in Fig. 4.3, demonstrating
the mutual agreement between the calculated DFT and the ex-
perimental data. It was also found that the vibrational energy
levels obtained only from the DFT potential energy profile were
in satisfactory agreement with the experimental NH2 inversion
transitions.
In summary, gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy allowed us to study
the low-frequency vibrations of aminophenol, which were found
to be isomer- and conformer-specific. Comparison of experimen-
tal and theoretical spectra has shown that the far-IR vibrations
with moderate anharmonicity and mode-coupling are satisfacto-
rily explained by means of an anharmonic VPT2 treatment. For
the strongly anharmonic NH2 inversion vibration, the model of
double-minimum potential with a gaussian barrier resulted in
satisfactory description of the experimental spectra.
4.2 Far-infrared amide IV-VI spectroscopy: the case of
methylacetanilides
In this section, the results of Paper [II] are summarized. Our
investigation was devoted to the fundamental far-IR vibrations
of a peptide link, the -CO-NH- moiety, in the model peptide
molecule Methylacetanilide (MA). So far, little is known about
far-IR vibrations of biomolecules due to their lower absorption
cross-sections and more challenging theoretical treatment in com-
parison with conventional mid-IR studies. However, the delocal-
ized and anharmonic nature of far-IR vibrations carries a wealth
of information about the molecular structure. Thus, the extension
of well-established mid-IR spectroscopy into the far-IR and THz
ranges will cover all types of molecular vibrations, hence reveal-
ing precise structural information. Moreover, for large molecules,
the mid-IR range can suffer from spectral congestion, leading only
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Figure 4.4: Optimized geometries and corresponding energies of the
conformers of 4-methylAcetanilide (4-MA) and 2-methylAcetanilide
(2-MA), calculated with the B3LYP density functional and the N07D
basis set. The conformer energies are given in respect to the trans
conformers.
to families of structures that can be assigned in the experimental
spectra. In this case, the information acquired from the far-IR
spectra can be indispensable.
The MA molecule (Fig. 4.4) can be considered as a simple pep-
tide model containing a single peptide link, the -CO-NH- moiety.
The peptide link in MA connects a methyl group with a substi-
tuted aromatic ring (methylphenyl group). The aromatic ring
acts as a UV absorption chromophore in the IR-UV ion-dip tech-
nique, enabling measurement of conformer-specific IR spectra.
Two different isomeric configurations of MA were studied, 2-MA
and 4-MA (see Fig. 4.4). The -CO-NH- moiety can exist in two
distinct, nearly planar configurations, either trans or cis. In the
case of 4-MA, this results in two geometries (see Fig. 4.4), which
have a significant difference in energy. In the case of 2-MA, where
the substituent methyl group is adjacent to the acetamide group,
steric interactions lead to the existence of the third conformer,
with the -CO-NH- moiety of trans character, but oriented out of
plane with respect to the aromatic ring. This conformer has a
non-zero dihedral angle (≈ 60◦) between the -CO-NH- moiety and
the ring planes, and we call it trans-op 2-MA. Moreover, for this
conformer, the -CO-NH- moiety deviates from planarity by ≈ 10◦
(B3LYP/N07D geometry). The influence of this structural feature
on the far-IR spectra is particularly interesting, as deviation from
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NMA structure
Amide I Amide II Amide III
Amide IV Amide V Amide VI
Figure 4.5: Graphical representation of the Amide normal modes
of N-Methylacetamide (NMA), shown with scaled vectors of the
vibrational displacement.
planarity is quite common in proteins [5, 6].
The fundamental vibrations of a peptide link, the so called
Amide band vibrations, are illustrated in Fig. 4.5 for the simplest
peptide model, N-methylacetamide (NMA). In this work we focus
on the Amide IV-VI vibrations, which have frequencies in the far-IR
range. The Amide IV vibration involves CO in-plane (i.p.) bending,
as well as the CC stretching and the CNC deformation motions.
Amide V is mostly characterized by the NH out-of-plane (o.p.)
bending vibration, presumably governed by a flat anharmonic
potential, and hence expected to be very sensitive to hydrogen
bonding. Amide VI is referred to CO o.p. bending with some o.p.
displacement of the NH group. In the case of the MA molecule,
the Amide IV-VI vibrations can also have contributions from the
phenyl ring.
Using the IR-UV ion-dip technique, we have studied the mid-
IR and far-IR spectra of two isomers of the MA molecule, 2-MA
and 4-MA. Each isomer showed predominant existence of a single
conformer with trans arrangement of the peptide link. The com-
parison between the measured far-IR spectra of trans 2-MA and
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Figure 4.6: Experimental far-IR absorption spectra of trans 2-MA
and 4-MA.
4-MA are shown in Fig. 4.6. It can be seen that the two isomers
have distinct far-IR spectra, which confirms the previous conclu-
sion about isomer-specificity of the low-frequency vibrations in
the far-IR region drawn for aminophenol (section 4.1, Paper [I]).
It should be noted that the non-observation of the trans-op
conformer of 2-MA can be related not only to its low popula-
tion in the molecular beam, but also to its low energy barrier to
interconversion. Indeed, the transition state that connects the
trans-op and trans structures, found with the QST3 algorithm
[7], is just 403 cm−1 above the energy of the trans-op structure
(∆GG4MP2(15 K)). Such a barrier height is lower than the critical
value of 700-800 cm−1 [8, 9], which indicates that efficient relax-
ation of the trans-op conformer to the trans one can occur in our
seeded argon supersonic-jet.
Fig. 4.7 shows the comparison between the experimental far-
IR spectrum of the main conformer of 2-MA and the theoretical
spectra of all possible conformers that this molecule can assume.
This comparison revealed several important aspects. First, the
calculated spectra are in a very good agreement with the exper-
imental data of the observed conformer, allowing us to assign
it to the trans geometry, as well as to make a direct vibrational
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Figure 4.7: Experimental far-IR absorption spectra (in black) of the
observed conformer of 2-MA, assigned to the planar trans structure.
The spectra of all possible conformers, calculated with the VPT2
anharmonic treatment at the B3LYP/N07D level of theory, are shown
for comparison. The vertical dashed lines denote the position of the
fundamental theoretical bands for the trans geometry. The marked
theoretical NH o.p. bands (Amide V*) were reduced in intensity by
a factor of 2. Figure is reproduced with permission from [J. Chem.
Phys. 145, 104309 (2016)].
assignment of the observed far-IR bands. Second, as can be
seen from Fig. 4.7, the Amide IV-VI bands are conformer-specific,
showing strong differences between the spectra of the possible
conformers of 2-MA (see Fig. 4.4). The Amide V, the strongest
band, shows the highest sensitivity to the structure of the peptide
link. It is predicted to be red-shifted for the trans-op conformer,
and strongly blue-shifted for the cis conformer with respect to
the observed trans feature. The Amide IV and VI bands show the
highest sensitivity to the trans or cis configuration of the peptide
link, whereas their predicted positions and intensities in the case
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of the trans-op and trans structures are very similar. Third, several
other vibrations involving the peptide link were identified, such
as CCO i.p. bending, CCN deformation, and CNC deformation
vibrations. We found that their calculated frequencies do not
show large variations between the conformers of 2-MA and 4-MA,
with exception of some CCN deformation vibrations (see Table I
of Paper [II]).
In summary, our study of the far-IR specta of methylacetanilide
revealed that the Amide IV-VI vibrations are very sensitive to
the structure of the peptide link and the molecular backbone.
Therefore, far-IR spectroscopy can be an efficient extension to
the well-established mid-IR spectroscopy for structural analysis of
biomolecules.
4.3 IRMPD-VUV action spectroscopy: the case of
N-methylacetamide
This section is devoted to a novel alternative of IR action spec-
troscopy of neutral molecules, presented in Paper [III]. This study
was motivated by the limited number of IR spectroscopy methods
suitable for structure elucidation of neutral (bio)molecules with-
out an aromatic UV chromophore. The aim of the work was to
propose and demonstrate a general approach for vibrational spec-
troscopy of neutral molecules of arbitrary structure. As a probe of
molecular vibrations, the IRMPD method was selected due to its
applicability to a broad range of molecules. IRMPD spectroscopy
was combined with VUV laser photoionization and time-of-flight
mass spectrometry, enabling the analysis of IRMPD dissociation
products at each IR wavelength. The N-methylacetamide (NMA)
molecule was selected as the simplest peptide analog without an
aromatic moiety.
The experiment was performed at the FELIX laboratory, using
the experimental setup described in section 2.7. The NMA sample
was evaporated using thermal heating at 90°C. The evaporated
molecules were cooled by seeding them into a supersonic jet
expansion of argon. A skimmer formed a collimated molecular
beam, which was crossed with the IR laser beam of the FELIX free
electron laser and the VUV laser beam. The estimated interaction
time between the FELIX IR light and the molecules was 3 µs. The
VUV laser pulse arrived just at the end of the FELIX pulse and
ionized the neutral species of the molecular beam: both precursor
NMA molecules and their IRMPD fragments (if any) produced
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Figure 4.8: Mass spectra of NMA molecules ionized with VUV laser
pulses (10.5 eV). The red curve shows the spectrum achieved by first
irradiating the molecular beam with the IR laser FELIX tuned to the
vibrational transition of NMA at 1708 cm−1. The parent molecular
ion peak is shown in the inset. The peak at m/z ≈ 40 is Ar+
produced by two-photon VUV ionization. This figure is reproduced
with permission from [Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 118101 (2016)].
by FELIX. The spacial overlap between the two laser beams was
optimized to achieve the highest efficiency of the IRMPD process.
The IR light frequency was scanned in the range of 1000-1800
cm−1, which covers several fundamental vibrational transitions
of NMA. The repetition rate of the FELIX IR laser was half that of
the VUV laser, which allowed us to record reference mass spectra
of the species present in the molecular beam in absence of the IR
light.
The reference VUV mass spectrum (black curve in Fig. 4.8)
shows that VUV photoionization predominantly produced parent
ions of NMA at mass-to-charge ratio of m/z = 73 (the peak at
m/z ≈ 40 is Ar+). In contrast, when the IR laser light is present
and its frequency is resonant with the vibrational transition of
NMA (red curve in Fig. 4.8), new peaks at m/z values lower than
73 appear. They can be assigned to neutral dissociation products
of NMA. These fragments are produced by the IRMPD process,
and are subsequently ionized by the VUV laser. By scanning the
IR laser frequency and plotting the summed yield of individual
IRMPD fragments (
∑
Ifragm) normalized to the total ion yield
(
∑
Ifragm+Iparent), the vibrational spectrum of NMA was obtained,
and is shown in Fig. 4.9. The experimental spectrum clearly shows
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Figure 4.9: IRMPD spectrum of jet-cooled NMA, obtained by plot-
ting the summed yield of individual MPD fragments (
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normalized to the total ion yield (
∑
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laser power at the corresponding wavelengths. Vibrational mode
assignments are taken from [11].
several strong peaks associated with the fundamental vibrations
of the NMA molecule in the trans configuration, while the cis form
is presumably too weak to be seen in the experiment. The most
prominent vibrational bands can be readily assigned by comparing
the spectrum with the available theoretical calculations for trans
NMA [10, 11].
The experimental IRMPD-VUV spectrum of NMA not only cap-
tures the frequencies and intensities of the vibrational transitions,
but also the effects of anharmonicity (see section 2.6.2) involved
in the multiple photon IRMPD process. It can be seen from the
spectrum (Fig. 4.9) that the IRMPD process results in broadening
of the vibrational bands of NMA, up to 1.5% (FWHM) of the peak
center frequency versus 1% IR laser bandwidth. It was found that
the broadening can be somewhat reduced by recoding the spectra
at low IR laser power, especially for the strong IR molecular tran-
sitions. Some anharmonic red-shifts of the recorded vibrational
bands were also observed with respect to the NMA data obtained
with one-photon IR spectroscopy [11–13], on average by 0.7%
of the band center frequency. Nevertheless, slight red-shifting of
all experimental bands generally does not hinder a comparison
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Figure 4.10: IRMPD-VUV depletion spectrum of the jet-cooled NMA
dimer, compared with scaled harmonic frequency spectra (B3LYP-
D3BJ/6-31++G(d,p), scaling factor 0.975), calculated for one of
the lowest energy structures found in Ref. [13].
between the experimental and calculated spectra.
It should be noted that the VUV laser alone does not lead to
dissociation of NMA (see Fig. 4.8). This implies that an IRMPD
spectrum can be recorded in a background-free manner, using
exclusively the mass spectra recorded when the IR laser was on.
This aspect eliminates ion signal fluctuations due to variations
of the molecular source output and the VUV laser power, which
reduces the data acquisition time required to record spectra with
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
The supersonic-jet cooling of NMA also leads to the formation
of clusters, such as dimers and trimers of NMA. By monitoring the
depletion of the cluster population in the molecular beam when
the IR laser is scanned, their IRMPD-VUV depletion spectra can be
obtained. An exemplary spectrum obtained by monitoring the ion
signal in the mass channel of NMA dimers is shown in Fig. 4.10.
The experimental spectrum agrees well with the scaled harmonic
spectrum of the lowest-energy dimer structure (ttc) published in
ref. [13].
In summary, this work has demonstrated that IRMPD-VUV
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action spectroscopy is an efficient alternative method for record-
ing IR spectra of gas-phase molecules for which conventional
methods are not well-suited. The advantages of the IRMPD-
VUV spectroscopy approach, as illustrated in our NMA study, are
the following: (1) it allows recording IR spectra of gas-phase
molecules of arbitrary structure, in particular lacking an aromatic
UV chromophore, (2) background-free IR spectra can be measured
owing to negligible fragmentation induced by single-photon VUV
ionization, (3) the molecules are cooled in the supersonic-jet ex-
pansion, (4) molecular clusters/oligomers can be studied together
with the monomers. In comparison with the conventional IR-UV
double-resonance method, IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy does not
allow recording IR spectra of individual molecular conformers, be-
cause the VUV ionization step is not conformer-selective. Hence,
IRMPD-VUV spectra represent a combination of vibrational spec-
tra of the conformers populated in the molecular beam. Moreover,
due to the multiple photon nature of the IRMPD process, the
measured spectra have lower resolution compared to the IR-UV
ion-dip method. Nevertheless, as will be shown in the next section,
in the cases where conventional methods cannot be applied, the
IRMPD-VUV approach can yield valuable spectroscopic signatures
of the molecular structures populated in the gas-phase.
4.4 IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy of Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala:
folded versus extended conformers
Following the successful demonstration of the IRMPD-VUV ap-
proach, the next step was to apply it to spectroscopy of compara-
tively simple biomolecules without an aromatic UV chromophore.
For these studies, presented in Papers [IV,V], the dipeptides gly-
cilglycine (Gly-Gly) and alanylalanine (Ala-Ala) were selected.
Glycine and alanine are the simplest proteinogenic amino acids
having just a hydrogen (glycine) and a methyl group (alanine)
as a side chain (R group). Gas-phase spectroscopy of neutral
peptides containing Ala and Gly residues has mainly been limited
to those that have an aromatic UV chromophore attached [14,
15], or those that have aromatic amino-acids in their structure
[16, 17]. Therefore, spectroscopy of Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala is not
only important for getting information on their intrinsic structural
preferences, but also because the effect of the aromatic moiety
can be studied.
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The experimental setup used for IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy
of Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala was similar to that applied for NMA (sec-
tion 4.3), with the difference that the laser-induced thermal des-
orption method (see section 2.7.1) was applied to transfer the
molecules into the gas-phase. Subsequent to laser desorption, the
molecules presumably had internal energies corresponding to a
temperature range of 300-500 K [18, 19]. Thus, they were seeded
into a pulsed supersonic-jet expansion of argon which enabled effi-
cient collisional cooling of their rotational and vibrational degrees
of freedom. This cooling process could also modify the initial con-
former abundances assumed by the ensemble of laser desorbed
molecules, an aspect that will be discussed later together with
the results. The skimmer, positioned approximately 30 mm from
the jet nozzle, selected the coldest, central part of the expansion
region. Another purpose of the skimmer was to form a collimated
beam of cold dipeptide molecules, which was intersected by the
FELIX IR laser beam and the VUV laser beam, between the repeller
and extractor plates of the TOF mass spectrometer. The FELIX
laser was scanned in the IR wavelength range of 700-1850 cm−1,
producing IRMPD fragments when the IR frequency was resonant
with molecular vibrational transitions. Both parent molecules
and IRMPD fragments were ionized with the VUV laser pulses
arriving just as the FELIX IR pulse ended. The repetition rate of
FELIX was half that of the VUV laser, which allowed recording of
reference mass spectra without IR pulses at each wavelength step
of FELIX. It was found that the VUV photon energy, 10.5 eV, was
sufficient to introduce fragmentation in the photoionized state
of the parent molecules. These unwanted fragments interfered
with the IRMPD products. Nevertheless, the measurement of ref-
erence mass spectra without IR light at each IR wavelength step
showed that the VUV fragment yield was nearly constant within
a FELIX wavelength scan. This allowed us to obtain an IRMPD
spectrum as the gain in fragmentation yield just using the “IR on”
data (see Methods section of Paper [IV]), which provided a high
signal-to-noise ratio similar to the NMA spectroscopy study. The
obtained IRMPD spectra were finally IR wavelength calibrated
and corrected for the FELIX IR pulse energy dependance versus
IR wavelength.
The conformational search and geometry optimization for Gly-
Gly and Ala-Ala resulted in many low energy conformers that can
potentially be populated in molecular beam experiments. The
structural variety for Ala-Ala conformers is presented in Fig. 4.11,
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which shows its stable conformers with relative Gibbs free ener-
gies below 1500 cm−1 for T < 500 K (G4MP2 data). The stable
structures of Gly-Gly are similar to those presented for Ala-Ala,
with the difference that the methyl R groups are replaced by hy-
drogen atoms. Moreover, in the case of Gly-Gly the C5-trans±
and g-trans-trans± structures have identical energies being enan-
tiomers of each other, and the C5-trans(a)± structures are not
stable. Note that the structure notations use a labeling of the
hydrogen bonding interactions according to the number of atoms
in the ring that is formed by the hydrogen bond, in agreement
with the strategy adopted in the literature [20]. For instance, C5
and C7 denote the bonds that form five- and seven-atoms rings,
respectively. Such a labeling is useful because the steric repulsion
effects associated with the hydrogen bonding generally reduce for
larger rings.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.11, many conformers can intercon-
vert between each other just by changing one dihedral angle. It is
known from the literature that if the barrier to such interconver-
sion is sufficiently low, efficient conformer relaxation takes place
in an argon supersonic jet [8, 9, 21]. Moreover, relaxation from
higher to lower energy structure is favored [22–24]. The critical
barrier height below which relaxation occurs efficiently depends
on many factors, and is assumed to be approximately 700-800
cm−1 under experimental conditions similar to ours [8, 9, 24].
In order to evaluate possible relaxation pathways of Gly-Gly
and Ala-Ala conformers in our experiment, transition states which
connect different conformers were identified. For this purpose,
QST2 and QST3 methods [7] were used. Accurate relaxation
barrier heights were then calculated based on G4MP2 single point
electronic energy calculations for the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)
geometries and harmonic frequencies. The relaxation barriers
obtained for Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala conformers are presented in
Table 2 and Table 1 of Papers [IV] and [V], respectively. Most
of the presented relaxation pathways involve changing only one
dihedral angle through a relatively low barrier (<600 cm−1).
This implies that these relaxation pathways are efficient in an
argon jet. In contrast, the pathways that involve changing several
dihedral angles, such as C5C7- → C5-trans, exhibit sufficiently
large barriers that hinder relaxation. Moreover, it was found that
these pathways for Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala can only proceed through
a stable intermediate state that lies higher in energy than the re-
laxing conformer, which also significantly reduces the probability
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C5C7+
C5g(s)-
C5g(s)+
C5C7-
Ala-Ala: R=CH3
trans-trans sc-cis-transg-trans-trans+
C5-trans+
C5g(a)-
C5-trans(a)+
C5g(a)+
g-trans-trans-
C5-trans(a)-
trans-trans(a)-
R group
R group
C5-trans-
Gly-Gly: R=H
Figure 4.11: The lowest energy conformers of Ala-Ala (R=CH3)
optimized using the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) method. The con-
formers of Gly-Gly (R=H) have dihedral angles similar to those shown
for Ala-Ala, with the difference that C5-trans± and g-trans-trans±
structures of Gly-Gly are enantiomers of each other and have iden-
tical energies. Moreover, in the case of Gly-Gly the C5-trans(a)±
structures are not stable conformers.
of relaxation. In summary, quantum-chemical calculations predict
that among many possible conformers only three have sufficiently
high energy barriers that hinder their relaxation in the jet. These
conformers include the folded C5C7- structure, stabilized by two
relatively strong hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 4.11), and two ex-
tended (β-strand like) structures: C5-trans and trans-trans. Both
extended structures are more flexible than the C5C7- structure,
as they exhibit a notably weak hydrogen bonding interaction at
the C-terminus.
The presence and strength of hydrogen bonding interactions
can be generally probed by IR spectroscopy. Therefore, the mea-
sured IRMPD-VUV spectra of Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala are expected to
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provide important structural information about the most abun-
dant species populated in the molecular beam.
We start our discussion of the experimental results by first
referring to the IRMPD-VUV spectrum of Gly-Gly, shown in Fig. 4
of paper [IV]. Even shallow comparison of the measured spectrum
and the calculated spectra of various lowest-energy conformers
indicates that the folded C5C7- structure is clearly not the most
abundant species. This conclusion is based on the absence of the
red-shifted Amide I band associated with the strong C7 hydro-
gen bond of this conformer. In contrast, the calculated spectrum
of the extended nearly-planar C5-trans structure fits the experi-
ment remarkably well. Non-planar conformers such as C5g-(a)
show some agreement with several experimental peaks but do
not match the peaks associated with COH bending and CN&CO
stretching vibrations that are sensitive to the planarity of the
molecular backbone. Moreover, the calculated spectrum of the
extended trans-trans structure disagrees in the position of the
peaks associated with the NH2 group, and therefore it is not a
good candidate for the most abundant species. Taken together,
the analysis indicates that the C5-trans conformer is the most
abundant species, providing the best fit with the experimental
spectrum. It is also one of the conformers that could not undergo
relaxation in the argon jet according to our theoretical analysis
presented above. Furthermore, C5-trans has the lowest Gibbs
free energy among all the conformers of Gly-Gly in a broad range
of temperatures (see Fig. 6(a) of Paper [IV]) relevant for laser
desorption.
Despite being the lowest in energy, the C5-trans structure is
calculated to constitute less than 40% of the total Boltzmann pop-
ulation for Gly-Gly if relaxation is not taken into account (Fig. 6a
of Paper [IV]). This means that if there was no relaxation in the
jet, the measured spectrum would be significantly different due
to substantial contributions from other conformers. Therefore,
the most likely explanation to the observed predominance of
the C5-trans structure is the presence of efficient relaxation pro-
cesses in the supersonic jet that can effectively channel the other
conformers into C5-trans. By assuming a complete relaxation
of conformers with sufficiently low barriers to interconversion
(<600 cm−1), a Boltzmann population of 78% is obtained for the
C5-trans conformer (Fig. 6b of Paper [IV]), which is now in line
with the experimental results of IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy.
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In harmony with the results of Gly-Gly spectroscopy, the mea-
sured IRMPD-VUV spectrum of Ala-Ala (Fig. 2 of Paper [V])
also showed the most favorable agreement with the calculated
spectrum of the extended C5-trans- structure. Similarly, there is
no indication of high abundance of the folded C5C7- structure,
because the strong Amide I and COH bending bands, expected
to shift in frequency upon creation of the C7 hydrogen bond,
were not observed in the experimental spectrum. In general, the
appearance and the position of the main absorption features in
the Ala-Ala spectrum are similar to those of Gly-Gly, except for the
bands associated with movement and deformations of the CH3
groups, which are only present in Ala-Ala.
The calculations for Ala-Ala show that the folded C5C7- con-
former is the lowest energy structure, whereas the extended C5-
trans- is higher in energy by 195 cm−1, based on zero-point energy
corrected electronic energy data from the G4MP2 method. This is
in contrast to Gly-Gly, for which these two conformers are almost
equal in energy (energy deference of ≈20 cm−1). Taking into
account Gibbs free energy correction at elevated temperatures
(e.g., 300 K) makes the extended C5-trans- structure lower in en-
ergy than the folded C5C7- by 100 cm−1, which indicates that the
entropy contribution to the stability of C5-trans- is higher than in
C5C7-. Nevertheless, the C5-trans- and C5C7- conformers remain
comparable in energy, which implies that entropy effect alone
cannot explain the prevalence of C5-trans- in the experimental
spectrum. Most likely, efficient conformer relaxation processes in
the argon jet are responsible for this observation. The extremely
low energy barriers, obtained with accurate theoretical treatment
(Table 1 of Paper [V]), support this hypothesis. By assuming the
complete relaxation of conformers with low barriers to relaxation
(<600 cm−1), a Boltzmann population of ≈75% is obtained for
the C5-trans- conformer of Ala-Ala (Fig. 3 of Paper [V]). This pre-
diction now conforms to the experimental results, which shows
that careful consideration of relaxation processes in the jet is
crucial for obtaining a complete picture of relative stabilities of
neutral dipeptides in molecular beams.
In summary, the studies of Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala demonstrated
that valuable structural fingerprints, as well as hydrogen bonding
interactions can be probed using IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy. Us-
ing extensive quantum-chemical calculations, the predominance
of the extended C5-trans structure in the experiment was ratio-
nalized in terms of its favorable entropy stabilization, as well as
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efficient conformer relaxation processes. The lower significance of
the folded C5C7- structure, compared to C5-trans, is suggested to
be due to its relative rigidity (lower entropy), as well as absence
of conformers that can increase its population due to relaxation
in the jet.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter I would like to present important conclusions of
this work and discuss further developments in the field related to
the topic of this thesis.
5.1 Far-infrared spectroscopy of isolated molecules
5.1.1 New insights from experiments and theory
The far-IR spectra of aminophenol isomers, studied in Paper [I],
gave us extensive information on the low-frequency vibrations
of the phenyl ring, and the hydroxyl- and amino-groups. We
have shown that anharmonic VPT2 treatment provides a satis-
factory description of the far-IR vibrational modes with moder-
ate anharmonicity and mode-coupling. Moreover, the model of
double-minimum potential with a gaussian barrier resulted in
a reasonable explanation of the experimental data for the NH2
inversion transitions of aminophenol. The information obtained
for aminophenol can be very useful for studies of similar aro-
matic systems, in terms of vibrational assignment, and in terms of
efficient theoretical approaches suitable for tackling vibrational
anharmonicity.
Our study of fundamental far-IR vibrations of the peptide
link, presented in Paper [II], has shown that Amide IV-VI spec-
troscopy is a sensitive tool for structural analysis of peptide-like
molecules. The Amide V bands are especially promising, being
relatively intense and having frequencies that are very sensitive
to the structural arrangement of the peptide link. Moreover, the
trans and cis configurations of the peptide link can be directly char-
acterized by their far-IR spectra in the range of 400-800 cm−1 due
to the large variations in the corresponding Amide IV-VI bands.
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This finding is important for the structural characterization of
cyclic peptides, where links of the cis-type are common [1–5].
In general, gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy combined with quan-
tum chemical calculations, performed in this thesis for various
aromatic molecules, has shown that different molecular isomers
and conformers have distinct far-IR features that allow precise
structural assignment.
5.1.2 Performance of VPT2 for anharmonic treatment
of far-infrared vibrations
In this thesis, the VPT2 method was applied for the anharmonic
treatment of far-IR vibrations. As gas-phase far-IR spectroscopy al-
lowed a direct comparison between the measured and calculated
spectra, we were able to assess the performance of VPT2. This
method was found to be reliable for calculations of frequencies
and intensities of vibrations with low and moderate anharmonicity.
The predictions of strongly anharmonic modes were found to be
less reliable, especially in the case of NH2-inversion vibration gov-
erned by a double-well potential. Nevertheless, for the frequency
calculations of moderately anharmonic modes the VPT2 method
yielded an almost two-fold increase of accuracy compared with
the conventional harmonic approximation. Moreover, VPT2 en-
abled us to calculate overtone and combinational transitions, thus
assisting the assignment of the experimental spectra. Based on
these results, the VPT2 approach can be recommended for highly
accurate calculations of theoretical far-IR spectra for semi-rigid
molecules with a low number of strongly anharmonic vibrations.
5.1.3 Outlook
The study of the far-IR spectra of aminophenol (Paper I) indicated
the importance of the strongly anharmonic NH2-inversion (wag-
ging) vibration. Its symmetric double-minimum potential origi-
nates from the two energetically identical equilibrium geometries
that correspond to the two equivalent non-planar arrangements
of the amino-group with respect to the aromatic ring of aminophe-
nol. Various biomolecular building blocks, such as amino-acids,
peptides and nucleic acid bases, can also have non-planar amino-
groups implying that similar effects may be observed in their
far-IR spectra. In this respect, it would be particularly interesting
to study the far-IR spectra of nucleic acid bases, which have non-
planar amino-groups with low barriers to planarity [6–8]. Far-IR
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spectroscopy of several dipeptide systems [9–12] indicated strong
anharmonicity of the NH2 wagging vibration, though it was not
related to the symmetric double-well potential. Nonetheless, in
the case when the barrier to planarity of the amino-group is low,
non-symmetric potentials can also lead to unusual energy level
structure of the amino-wagging vibration [13].
Quantum-chemical calculations in the Amide IV-VI region
(Paper II) indicate that that vibrations with Amide V character
can be highly sensitive to hydrogen bonding and other weak in-
teractions. In particular, the calculations performed for hydrogen-
bonded dimers of N-Methylacetamide predict that the frequency
of the Amide V band can be blue-shifted by more than 50% com-
pared with the bare molecule. Moreover, hydrogen bonding of
the NH group of 2-methylacetanilide with a water molecule shifts
the calculated frequency of Amide V band by 25%. Hence, fu-
ture experimental and theoretical studies on the application of
the Amide IV-VI spectroscopy to structural analysis of hydrogen
bonded structures are strongly encouraged.
5.2 IRMPD-VUV action spectroscopy
IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy offers new possibilities for studies of
intrinsic structural preferences of neutral biomolecular building
blocks. For instance, IR spectroscopy of neutral peptides lacking
an aromatic chromophore is now possible, as was demonstrated
in Papers [IV-V]. The same is true for carbohydrates, which are
an important class of biomolecules lacking an aromatic chro-
mophore, which are even less studied than proteins or peptides.
Currently, the structural preferences of neutral carbohydrates are
either studied with IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy after chemical
attachment of an aromatic group [14], or by employing rota-
tional spectroscopy combined with laser-ablation technique [15].
The former approach has already generated a considerable insight
into the conformational preferences of smaller carbohydrates, and
their interactions with several water molecules [14]. IRMPD-VUV
spectroscopy can bring new perspectives to such studies, espe-
cially because it can shed some light on the effect of the attached
aromatic chromophore.
It would certainly be interesting to extend our IRMPD-VUV
measurements to the higher frequency region (3800−2800 cm−1),
where localized stretching vibrations of hydrogen-bonded and
“free” NH and OH groups can be probed, for example. One of
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the possibilities to cover this region is to operate the FELIX laser
at the third harmonic. Another possibility is to use tunable IR
lasers based on nonlinear optical parametric amplification pro-
cess (OPA). The low-repetition-rate OPA lasers, traditionally used
for gas-phase spectroscopy, produce highly intense IR pulses (up
to 10 mJ/pulse). In this case, however, ns-long pulses of an
OPA laser will result in a reduced efficiency of the IRMPD pro-
cess, compared with µs-long macropulses of FELIX. Nonetheless,
IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy with an IR OPA laser is principally pos-
sible, especially in the case of biomolecules with sufficiently high
IVR rates. Another option is to use high-repetition or continuous
wave tunable IR lasers aligned collinearly with the cold molecular
beam to increase the laser-molecule interaction time. Further-
more, the higher IR photon energy in the NH stretch region can
introduce measurable variations in the VUV photofragmentation
yield, and this mechanism, although different from IRMPD, was
already applied for the IR spectroscopy of small aliphatic amino
acids [16] and their clusters [17, 18]. It is worth investigating
the applicability of this approach to larger biomolecular building
blocks such as peptides. This will help to answer the question
whether energy deposited by a single IR photon is enough to lead
to sufficient changes in fragmentation yields of larger molecular
ions. In this respect, the multiple photon IRMPD-VUV technique
offers an advantage, as it can be also used to record IR spectra in a
broader frequency region covering the Amide I-III and molecular
fingerprint ranges. Measurements all the way down to the far-IR
range are also possible, particularly for the case of biomolecules
with a large number of low-frequency vibrations and high IVR
rates.
As was observed for IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy of Gly-Gly and
Ala-Ala, the limited spectroscopic resolution can hinder observa-
tion of conformers that have minor abundances in the experiment.
Moreover, as IRMPD-VUV method records a composite vibrational
spectrum of all the abundant conformers, the precise structural
and vibrational assignments can be tedious, especially in the case
of biomolecules with high structural heterogeneity. In my opinion,
this technique can potentially be improved by using a tunable
VUV laser ionization source [19]. Several schemes can be em-
ployed using tunable IR and VUV lasers, and some of them were
already demonstrated in the studies of small molecular species
[20]. Their applications to IR spectroscopy of peptides or other
biomolecules remain to be demonstrated. The simplest IR-VUV
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scheme that can be probably applied to biomolecules requires tun-
ing the VUV laser energy just below the ionization threshold such
that the ion signal appears only if the molecules are vibrationally
excited by the IR laser [20]. While this double-resonance scheme
is not conformer-selective, it offers the possibility of recording
single-photon IR spectra, which are better suitable for comparison
with DFT frequency calculations than the multiple photon spectra.
Conformer selective ionization of several small, jet-cooled molec-
ular species was demonstrated by probing the molecular Rydberg
states using tunable VUV laser excitation and pulsed field ioniza-
tion [21–24]. If applied to laser-desorbed jet-cooled biomolecules,
this method could pave the way to high-resolution conformer-
selective vibrational spectroscopy of neutral biomolecules lacking
an UV chromophore. I hope that the results presented in this the-
sis will stimulate further developments in the field of structural
analysis of biomolecular building blocks.
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